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CHAPTER  9 

TESTS OP RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 

List of Designations Appearing In Cyrillic 

krH ■ k8f - scaling factor 

B • fair ■ falrlead 
BUX - out - output 

« • 1 • (definition undetermined) 

K - comp ■ compensating 

MBKC ■ max - maximum 

H - load 
HC - asyn ■ asynmetrlc 

n - f - field coll 

P, p ■ loop 

$ ■ fd ■ feeder 

a - at - standard 

a ■ v - variometer 

rcc ■ sso - standard signal generator 

3 ■ ground 

Preliminary tests of radio direction finders aiv performed In laboratories, 

final ones are performed In real operating conditions of the direction finder. 

9.1.    Laboratory Tests of Direction Finders with a Rotating Loop 

Separate parts of the direction finder (the loop, variometers, etc.) require 

no special tests other than normal ones — measurement of Inductance, capacitance, 

resistance, and coupling coefficient.    We shall not dwell here on methods of 

measurement of these magnitudes. 
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During laboratory testing of the direction finder as a whole by a generator of 

standard signals there Is required, snslogously to normal measurement of receivers« 

use of an equivalent antenna.    A peculiarity of the given case Is that receiver- 

direction finder Is fed simultaneously from two antennas t    a loop and an open 

antenna« where the virtual height of the loop changes In a wide range with change of 

wavelength, and the phase of the emf Induced in It differs by 90° from the phase of 

the emf In the antenna.    Furthermore, ordinary generators of standard signals have 

an asymmetric output (one pole usually Is grounded).    Connection of output terminals 

of the generator to the loop creates a symmetry of Its circuit, which may not 

correspond to real operating conditions of the loop. 

In Fig. 9.1 there Is presented the circuit of the equivalent of the antenna and 

the loop, considering these peculiarities.    Parameters of the circuits are selected 

In such a manner that L p + L ^ « L0, where LQ — Inductance of the loop) L ,  C , 

R      Cfftir "" Inductance,  capacitance, and resistance of the antenna and capacitance 

of Its falrlead.    Under these   -onditlona the receiver has normal load both from the 

loop and from the antenna. 

.11 

Fig. 9.1.    Diagram of equiv- 
alent of antenna and loop. 

Then we select R » uL^i  then the current 

through winding L* with sufficient accuracy 

(with error of i.%.    If R > TooLj) can be 

expressed 

where E — output voltage of generator. 
i " 

The emf Induced In colls L 2 and L ,« 

will be 

and voltage on resistance R , corresponding to the emf in the antenna.  Is equal to 

Coupling between colls L^ and L 2_i,      Is made variable by sine law 

M *' «n na«« MB §• 

During real work the emf In the frame Is 

the emf In the antenna Is 
£,B/EA,sin*. 

«s-EV 
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We tquate I n - 1^, E l       ■ Ilo0p and ol - 1, wher« a - factor, whI-h  ';: 

convonlently Bolf'i.ml oqual   Ln any rowl numlM.T (1, ?,    »...l/^i  V'»  V1'» 'J'''-»)« 

From thli w« find 

•T-T&^-Ä '"diTP,,-fr- 
Slnct hj^        Is proportional to frequency h^     -    ^    ■   ■"*ft|  the late equality girSN ^ 

" J.10' 
Is realisable In the whole range of frequencies Proa It we find HIUJit  after which, 

given a, we find R, The reading on the divider dial of the generator of standard 

signals, multiplied by a, gives field strength in microvolts/meter. 

By this circuit we can perform the following testst 

1. Determining sensitivity of the radio direction finder, i.e., the field 

strength which is required to ensure possibility of direction finding with error 

not exceeding a given value. For this, there Is determined that voltage from the 

generator of standard signals at which bearing is read with the given accuracy. Prom 

the voltage field strength Is calculated. 

2. Check of exactness of determination of direction. Switching on the direction 

finder, we find field strength E1 and Eg in two positions, corresponding to deter- 

mination of the direction, with constant output voltage. Depending on the scheme 

for determining direction these positions can be established either in the receiver 

itself by turning the variometer, switch, and so forth, or by turning the loop. In 

the last case in the test circuit turn of the loop Is replaced by turn of variometer 
t   " EJ 

L 2-L 2 from the position corresponding to »ftL  to position -R--«» Relation •** 

characterizes exactness of determination of direction. 

5, Check of compensation for antenna effects. The problem is to determine the 

relative emf of the antenna effect which can be compensated. It, obviously, is equal 

to the maximum emf created by the compensator. To determine this value we determine 

field strength E0, creating normal output voltage with the position of the compen- 
i  " 

sator, corresponding to zero emf of compensation. Then we turn variometer L «-L 2 

until we obtain zero emf in the loop circuit and the place compensator in the 

position, giving maximum compensation emf. In this position we again determine field 
EQ 

strength E   , giving the same output voltage. Ratio ■  ■ gives the value we Q{mr comp 
sought. 
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k.    It It poialblt to chtek rwulnlng eharaotarlstlei of th« roctlvtr 

(••loctlvlty, fidelity, and so forth), 

Toitlng by th« tvo-algnal aethod li Meoapllthod with two •qulvaltnts, whos« 

inputs aro eonnoetod to two ganaratori# and outputs ars parallsl-connaoted. 

Raaistancaa and raaetanoas of th« «qulvalant should b« doubled. 

Another asthod of laboratory testing consists of placing the loop In a magnetic 

field, which Is created by current In a horizontal rectilinear wire (line) (Fig. 9.2). 

This test should be conducted in a shielded chamber, since during tests with 

the loop connected (and not with its equivalent, as in the preceding method) external 

Interferences hamper tests a great deal. At a certain distance d from the chamber 

celll! ; we stretch a rectilinear wire, which at one end le joined by a shielded 

cable to the generator of standard signals, and on the other through resistance R 

to the metal wall of the chamber. 

•Ur 

^ 

ii JiwuUMr 

iHMaurln^ UM 

Matlv.p 

loop 

rtc 

2 Shl«ld«d booth 

Fig. 9.2. Measuring line for 
testing a direction finder. 

t» t«mlnU «r 
■PM.lv.r "ranntet 
•nt.nn»" 

Fig. 9.3. Voltage divider. 

The purpose of resistance R is to 

provide in the wire a traveling wave of 

current. In traveling wave conditions current in wire, and, consequently, magnetic 

field strength around it depends little on frequency. Magnetic field strength in 

these conditions also does not depend strongly on shift of the observation point 

along the wire. 

Under wire there is placed the loop direction finder being tested. With 

rotation of the loop the minimum emf is Induced in it at the time when its plane 

is perpendicular to the wire. 

Magnetic and electrostatic fields of a rectilinear wire at a small distance 

from this wire do not have rs simple a relationship to one another as in the zone 

of radiation. Therefore, use of the open antenna of a direction finder in its 

normal position can lead to a relationship of emf's induced in the antenna and loop, 

absolutely different from the relationship in real conditions. For testing it is 

necessary to use as the antenna a special section of rectilinear conductor, located 

in parallels to the test line. The length and distance of this conductor from the 
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lint will be ielectad in luoh a way ai to ensure a nomal relationship of emf »s In 

the antenna and loop. For feed of the antenna circuit It Is also possible to use a 

voltage divider (Pig, 9.3). 

First of all It is necessary to select such a reslntance R that In the line 

there Is established a traveling wave« Wave Impedance of a single-wire line with 

diameter 2r at distance d from the conducting plane in equal to 

f-iaiii^. (9.i) 

By this formula there can be found the approximate value of resistance R - p. 

Traveling wave conditions In the line are verified by one of the known methods. In 

this case It Is convenient to use the fact that impedance of a line, loaded on wave 

Impedance, Is equal to the wave Impedance, Due to this, connection to the generator 

of standard signals of a line, loaded on resistance R, If R ■ pf will Influence the 

generator the same as connection of the actual resistance R (will cause the same 

decrease of Its output current). By several tests It Is possible to deflnitlze 

magnitude R, Initially found by the formula (9,1). Traveling wave conditions must 

be verified In the whole range of frequencies of the direction finder. 

Line calibration, i.e., determination of the field strength corresponding to 

the given output voltage of the generator. Is produced by a comparator. The antenna 

of the comparator should be loop-type and of approximately the same dimensions as 

the loop of the direction finder. 

If generator voltage is U, and field strength Is E, then k . '* ff ls called the 

scaling factor, determination of which Is the purpose of calibration. 

Calibration should be performed at several frequencies within the frequency 

range of the direction finder. Independence of the scaling factor from frequency 

Is confirmation of the fact that In the line there have been established traveling 

wave conditions. 

If Is necessary also to produce calibration for different distances of the 

center of the loop from the line. 

If there Is no comparator, calibration can be produced by a loop, whose 

geometric dimensions are known exactly. Die erf on terminals of the loop should be 

measured by a voltmeter with a very large Input Impedance. As such voltmeter we use 

receiver with supply of voltage to the cathode grid of the first tube. The receiver 

is calibrated from a generator of standard signals. 
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If maxlBxn «mf in the loop !• Emaxi «nd voltag« fron the generator le U, 

*.-%• (9.2) 

where ha li the calculated effective height of the loop. 

For eeleetion of an auxiliary antenna or ipeclflcationi of the divider feeding 

the antenna circuit, we ehould know the effective height of the open antenna of the 

direction finder h^. 

The emf introduced into the antenna circuit of the direction finder in real 

conditions is equal to 

^e-E*.. 

When testing under a line with the help of a divider this emf is equal to 

Prom this we find 

C B 

The sum of capacitances C. + C« should be equal to the capacitance of the antenna 

C . Formula (9*3) gives the possibility of determining C, and Cp» 

•Ca-C.Mr.. 
i9tk) 

4—CtCl-MnJ. (9-3) 

Testing under a line permits determining the same parameters of a direction 

finder as testing with the help of an equivalent antenna. Furthermore« testing 

under a line permits checking the sharpness of minima and the magnitude of errors 

depending upon frequency, field strength and other factors. 

For checking selectivity by the two-signal method there is stretched a second 

line, perpendicular to the first and fed by a separate generator. Frequency and 

field strength of the disturbing radio station are established on this second 

generator. 

It is necessary to note that neither the first nor the second method of 

laboratory testing corresponds fully to real conditions of work and, therefore, they 

can give results, differing from results of tests in operational conditions. 

Nonetheless, laboratory tests are very desirable, since thanks to the easy of shifting 

frequency, change of amplitude of the fed voltage, etc., tests can be conducted more 

widely and deeply than during tests on real work. Here, there can be revealed defects 

which would be passed over during performance tests. 
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Of the two methods described, obviously, the second corresponds more closely 

to real conditions of work of the direction finder, but carrying It out is somewhat 

more complicated than for the first. 

9.2, Laboratory Tests of Direction Finders of a Qoniowetrlc System 

Tests of Loops 

Besides normal checking (determination of inductance, self-capacitance, damping, 

and so forth) for loops of gonlometric systems it is very important to check the 

magnitude of mutual inductance between them. Absence of mutual inductance simulta- 

neously confirms their mutual perpendicularity. From smallness of permissible 

magnitude of mutual inductance (permissible coupling coefficient is of the order of 

0.2-0.4£) normal bridge and resonance methods are insufficiently exact. 

A measuring circuit, permitting a reading, with the required degree of accuracy, 

Is presented in Fig. 9.4. B is a variometer with very small inductances of windings 

(considerably smaller than inductance of loops), but with a fairly strong maximum 

coupling between them (K - O.U to 0.6). The  high coupling coefficient permits 

sufficiently accurate calibration of the variometer. 

One of the windings of the variometer, series-connected 

with one of the loops, is fed from the generator; the 

other winding of the variometer and the second loop are 

also coupled In series and are Joined to the cathode 

grid of the first tube of the receiver. Audibility on 

the receiver output turns Into zero when the coefficient 

of mutual inductance of the variometer is selected equal 

to the coefficient of mutual inductance of the loops. 

The generator and receiver, and also the variometer must be shielded, and all 

wiring is carried out in such a way as to exclude spurious couplings between circuits 

of the two loops. 

Testing of the Ooniometer 

In the goniometer all its electrical parameters — Inductances and distributed 

capacitances of all colls and maximum coupling coefficient between each of the field 

and the searcher coils — are to be checked. It is necessary also to check the 

coefficient of mutual inductance between the two field coils. This measurement can 

be made by the same scheme as analogous measurement for loops. 
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nit aoit Important ttit of a gonlootter Is dtttrmlnatlon of tht trror curvt. 

Mftiurtmtnt of trro« can bt taktn at high and low froquonclti. 

For checking at high frequency we compare the tested goniometer with a standard 

one, connecting them as shown In Fig. 9.5. Let the rotor of the standard goniometer 

turn about the first coll of the stator at angle 

6a*a Assuming that the standard goniometer Is 

absolutely exact we can present the emf's Induced 

HwdM«    IMI*I in stator colls In the form 
«llllMtt«P «nt«Mt«p 

^.-y^cos*,. 
Fig. 9.5.    Comparison of ■ 
goniometer with a standard £, W TT^ sioI,. 
one. 

where M^ — maximum mutual Induetancej 

ZJ — Impedance of rotor of standard goniometer; 

E — feed voltage. 

Currents In stator colls will be 

where Z +, Z , and Z g "" Impedances of stator colls of the standard and Investigated 

goniometers. 

Normally Impedances of two stator colls are equal to one another, i.e.. 

If the searcher of the tested goniometer Is turned an angle 0 , then the emf 

Induced In It will be 

where M- — maximum mutual Inductance between field and searcher colls of the tested 
2  goniometer. 

nils emf turns Into zero when 6    • 0 . + 90°. Thus, setting the rotor of the 

standard goniometer at some angle € .,  we should obtain disappearance of audibility 

upon setting the rotor of the tested goniometer at an angle 0 + + 90°. The diffeience 

between this angle and the angle of setting, at which we obtain real disappearance 

of audibility, directly gives error of the goniometer. In an analogous way we can 

test a goniometer with three or four field coils. 

The circuit of other method of testing at high frequency is presented in Pig. 

9.6. If we select resistance so that R^ « cjuLf, where Lf — Inductance of field coll, 
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R^ — Impedance of the divider, voltage division depend! exclusively on the magnitude 

of resistances. Thus, voltage on one of the field colls will be 

and on the other field coll, 

etc., where R^, ftp, ..., Rj. — resistance from beginning of divider to the corresponding 

tap. 

Analogously to the preceding we find the emf In the searcher coll, assuming the 

goniometer Is free from errors. Thus, with coupling of field colls Into taps R. and 

R, we obtain 

where M — maximum mutual inductance of the field and searcher colls of the goniometer. 

Ri The emf turns into zero when tan 6 
R3 

If the goniometer gives error, then disappearance of audibility will occur at 

another angle 9.    Error of the goniometer will be equal to 

Thus, attaching the ends of field coils to varies terminals of the divider 

and determining the position of the searcher corresponding to vanishing of audibility 

in the telephone, we can determine the error of the goniometer at different angles. 

It is possible to have a comparatively small number of taps in the divider (3-4), in 

order to obtain sufficiently closely located points for construction of the error 

curve. 

Shielding of the generator, receiver, and divider, thoroughness of location of 

wiring in this method are as necessary as in the method of a standard goniometer. 

The divider itself should be made inductlonless and 

non-capacltlve, possess a small skin effect, which is 

necessary for preservation of constancy of the ratio 

of resistances during change of frequency.    One should 

make it with the same care as, e.g., attenuators of 

generators of standard signals. 

nie circuit for checking a goniometer at low 

frequency is shown in Pig. 9.7.    In it R^ and R- - 

Fig. 9.6.    Testing a 
goniometer by a divider. 
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prtoltion railitane« box«ij L^ and L2 - fltld colls of gonlomettri L, - Ita ■•archer 
coll| T - talaphona (low-railatanca). 

The circuit la fad frca an af ganarator 0. Raalatancai R1 and R2 should ba 

takan conaldarably larger than Induced resistance of field colls with frequency of 

measurement cu, i.e., R^ » ul.1 and R2 » cuLg, In thla case currents I1 and I2 are 

determined by equalities 

Zf the goniometer was made absolutely exactly, the emf Induced In the searcher 

coll would ba ? 

Rotating the searcher coll until audibility disappears in the telephone, we 

obtain angle 6 from equation 

4mAfatate:4aAfeotl»0 
or 

*•-*& 

If the goniometer has error, audibility will disappear at another angle $ - 

■ 6 + A, where A — degree of error. The method of checking consists In establishing 

ratio «i conforming to angles 6 - 0°, 10°, 20°, etc., R2 
and determining angle 9 at which sound disappears 

in the telephone. Difference 

#—arctg&sA 

directly gives error of the goniometer.    To each 
K 

ratio 
Pig. 9»7« Circuit for 
checking of goniometer 
at low frequency. w- there correspond two angles differing 

approximately by 180°, at which audibility vanishes. 

TtiVM, the goniometer is checked from 0° to 90° and from 180° to 270°,    To check the 

second half of the dial the ends of one of the field coils are connected, which 

corresponds to a change of sign in formula (9.6).    During work it is necessary to 

watch to see that the generator does not directly influence the searcher coil, and 

that current in the telephone does not Influence the field coils. 

Analogous circuits can be easily composed for testing multiwinding goniometers. 
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'imwrater 
or 

•tnndorü 

Flg. 9*8.    Diagram for checking syronetry of 
goniometer. 

So that In the gonlometrlc system there Is no antenna effect,  it Is necessary 

to ensure complete symmetry of field colls of the direction finder.    Check of 

symmetry of the goniometer can be performed by the circuit In Fig. 9.8,    Voltage 

from the generator of standard signals Is brought to the field coll through a 

symmetric transformer (see § 4.3) and a potentlometrlc circuit of resistances. 

The searcher coil is connected to the receiver.    In switch position A voltage 

acts between ends of the field coll, which corresponds to reception of a two-phase 

wave.    In switch position B the emf acts between both ends of the field coil and the 

"ground"  (i.e., the frame of the goniometer, cathode of the first tube of the receiver 

and its frame), which corresponds to reception of a single-phase wave.    A completely 

symmetric goniometer in the second switch position will not transmit voltage to the 

searcher coll. 

In practice measurement is performed In the following way. Setting the switch 

in position A, tuning the receiver and turning the searcher coll to the position of 

maximum coupling with the tested field coll, we regulate the voltage of the generator 

of standard signals to obtain a conveniently read receiver 

output voltage U,    Let us assume that here the voltage of the 

generator of standard signals is equal to E^, 

Then we shift the switch to position B,  Increase output 

voltage of the generator of standard signals and turn the 

searcher coll to obtain maximum receiver output voltage.    Let 

us assume that voltage of the generator of standard signal», 

necessary for production of the same receiver output voltage Ü, In this case Is equal 

Pig. 9.9, Circuit 
of asymmetric 
loading. 

to Eg.    Then the relative degree of asymmetry of the goniometer is characterized by 
El ratio «r-, 
E2 

In carrying out tests it is necessary to ensure symmetry of the transformer, 

equality of potentials at points a and b, and also to avoid any asymmetry of the 
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gonlooeter (for Initanet, becaus« of «syMMtrlc poiltlon of wlrtf to tht switch), 

Ntatur«B«nt of aiymmetry by anothtr aothod Is earriod out with th« help of an 

hf raslitano« brldgt, Aayametry la caustd by unequalnaaa of capacltlve or In 

ganaral, any lapedancts batwaan tarmlnali 1 and 2 of load Zloftd (In this case tha 

gonlonatar) and tha ground. In Fig, 9.9 thasa Inpadtncaa are designated Z and Z , 

The asynmetry pareaater Is equal to 

Ve take three measurements of admlttencest 

1) between point 1 and grounded point 2 (Y1)| 

2) between grounded point 1 and point 2 (Y2)i 

3) between short-circuited terminals 1 and 2 and ground (Y,)) 

r»- jft, » Y*mm-nr; Y*~ rf • 
It Is easy to see that 

Both methods of measurement of asymmetry are applicable also to measurement 

of asymmetry of the Input of the receiver and of other elements. 

Test of a Radio Direction Finder as a Whole 

To test a loop radio direction finder of a gonlometrlc system In laboratory 

conditions there can be employed the seme two methods as for testing a direction 

finders with a rotating loop« i.e., testing with an equivalent and testing with the 

help of a line. The equivalent presented In Fig. 9*1 gives the possibility of feeding 

emf only to one of the field coils. The remaining field coils of the goniometer 

should be closed to the same equivalents with closed input terminals. 

When testing by the two-signal method there can be uaed a second field coil, 

to which there is fed an emf from a second generator through an antenna equivalent, ' 

In the case of an external system of two spaced antennas it is also possible 

to compose an equivalent. Its circuit is presented in Fig. 9.10. Here Ca, Cfd, C, 

Cfalr — capacitances of apaced antennas« feeder, auxiliary antenna and its fair^-lead; 

L and L. — inductances of the auxiliary and the spaced antennas. Selection of 

magnitudes R, R. and M is analogous to the preceding case. It should be stressed 

that testing by an equivalent has meaning only for those systems, for which natural 

waves of antennas considerably differ fron working waves. 
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ft—J—l*—_<* 
9.5« Laboratory Ttita of R>dlo 
Direction Finders with Wldt An- 

tenna Spacing   "^"^ 

Pig. 9.10. Circuit of the 
equivalent for a system of 
speed antennas. 

Separate component parts of the radio direction 

finder (hf transformers« time delay line, switching 

circuits. Indicators# etc.) are checked by usual 

methods• 

The antenna system of a radio direction finder 

with wide spacing antennas consists of a large 

number of antennas. In which there are induced emf's of Identical smplitu'io, bun v/J th 

different phases in accordance with geometric location of the antennas (§ 3,11). 

Antennas are connected to an antenna switch or a 

reception-indicator. 

During laboratory tests of a radio direction 

finder it is necessary to be able to introduce to 

Inputs of the antenna switch (or reception-Indicator) 

voltage of identical amplitude, the phase of which 

varies by a given law. For this there Is used a 

special antenna equivalent. In Fig. 9.11 there Is 

presented the circuit of the equivalent for labora- 

tory testing of a radio direction finder with a 

circular antenna system. It consists of a natural 

or artificial long line, fed by a generator of 

standard signals and loaded on an impedance, equal 

to wave impedance. The section of long line is 

designed In such a manner that on terminals of the long line of the equivalent a, b, 

c, etc., voltages have identical amplitudes and phases, equal to phases of the emf 

of corresponding antennas. 

Phases of voltages are calculated for the case when there is produced reception 

of a radio station from a definite direction. 

Between terminals of the long line and the ground there are coupled resistance 

R^-Rg such magnitude that R^ » R2 and Rg - pfd, - where pfd wave impedance of 

feeders leading into the antenna switch (matched loading of feedars from the antennas 

is assumed). 

Fig, 9.11. Circuit of the 
equivalent of a circular 
antenna system with wide 
spacing. 
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Thui, on the output terminals of the tqulvalent i, 2, },  ..,, n there ere voltegee 

of Identical eaplltude with phaeee, corresponding to pheees of emf antennes. Output 

reslstancee on these terminals are equal to pfd. Application of decoupling 

resistances R^ removes Influence of loads of the antenna switch on the amplitude 

and phase of voltagee at points 1, 2, "},  .,., n. 

The antenna equivalent permits cheeking the overall efficiency of equipment, 

determining instrument accuracy for fixed directions and sensitivity. Instrument 

accuracy le determined connecting the output of the equivalent 1« 2, 3« ..., n first 

to terminals 1 , 2 , 3 , ..., n of ths antenna switch. Here« on the antenna ewitch 

during direction finding there should be read an angle, corresponding to that bearing, 

for which the long line is calculated. Then the output of equivalent 1, 2, 2, ..., n 

are switched to terminals 2,3«***«n,l of the antenna switch, 3,4, ..., n , 

1,2, etc. Each switching corresponds to displacement of the direction of bearing 

an angle, equal to the angle between the antennas. The difference between readings 

on the bearing Indicator of the radio direction finder and calculated bearings 

corresponds to Instrument errore. To determine sensitivity it is necessary to 

preliminarily find coefficient k of transmission of voltage from input terminals of 

the equivalent to its output terminals 1, 2, 3, ..., n with connected loads. 

If to the equivalent's input there is fed voltage U, then E ■ IA. ' , where h ** 

is the effective height of the antenna. 

With an unmatched loading of feeders Instead of pfd it is necessary to couple 

in at each frequency its own Z , corresponding to input Impedance of the antenna 

and feeder together. 

By this method we also determine the directivity pattern of the antenna system. 

9,4. Tests of Direction Finders in Real Conditions of Work 

When testing a direction finder In the place of installation it is necessary to 

check separate parts of the antenna-feeder device (single angennas, feeders, etc.) 

and correctness of their geometric location. Tests are performed by methods, 

described in [9*3]• 

Tests of a radio direction finder have the goal of determining! Instrument 

error of the direction finder, magnitude and nature of local errors, general accuracy 

of the direction finder, general sensitivity of the direction finder, the character- 

istic and coefficient of directivity of its antenna system. 
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Dtterminlng Instrument Error of a Radio Direction Finder 

It If not possible to determine Instrument error for all systems of direction 

finders. Thus, direct determination of Instrument errors for 'Uroctlon finders with 

a fixed outdoor system Is Impossible, If the latter Is too bulky. In these cases It 

Is necessary to be limited to analysis < f separate sources of Instrument error on 

the basis of laboratory tests and tests, which are described In the following point. 

Instrument error Is most exactly and simply determined for gonlometrlc direction 

finders, for which structure and dimensions of the outdoor equipment are such as 

permit rotation of It In the process of testing. For this purpose the external 

device of the direction finder Is set on a special machine, permitting us to turn It 

at known angles. Tuning to some station, by rotation of the goniometer we find its 

bearing. We then turn the outdoor system a certain angle (for Instance, 10-15°) and 

repeat fixing. The new reading on the goniometer should differ from the first by 

the angle of rotation of the outdoor system. Performing such tests for several 

angles from 0° to 360° and at various frequencies, we can obtain a sufficiently full 

Judgement of Instrument accuracy of the direction finder. 

Special difficulties are presented by tests of direction finders with calculation 

of polarization errors. Thus, to determine standard polarization error one should 

place the direction finder In an electromagnetic field with a known slope of the wave 

front and angle of polarization. For creation of such a field a local generator Is 

placed at a considerable height (on a mast, ballon, etc.) and Is equipped with a 

radiating dlpole, which la set at such an angle as creates a field with the necessary 

turn of the plane of polarization. 

Distance from the direction finder to the generator should be sufficiently great. 

For direction finders of short waves this distance Is practically of the order of 

100 m or more. To create an angle of Incidence of 450# corresponding to conditions 

of test of the error of a standard wave, height of lift of the generator should also 

be near 100 m. This causes evident practical difficulties, because of which In most 

cases we are limited to smaller height of rise of the emitter. So that p .arlzatlon 

error is not small, the angle of rotation of the plane of polarization 7 is made 

greater than 45°. 

If the sngle of inclination of the wave front is very small, to satisfy the 

shown condition angle 7 should be close to 90 • Inconvenience of such a condition 

of tests is the small magnitude of the vertical component of field strength and, 

consequently, the weak reception power, 
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To product reliable reaults of meeaurement it li necennary to enaure atrlct 

aynaetry of  the generator« alnee the preaetiee of a a In* 1 «-cycle wave In a radiating 

dlpole doee not permit eatabllahln/', the exact relat! «nc.hli' between magnl tudea of 

vertical and horizontal eomponenta of the field. The direction binder should be 

located in a plane, perpendicular to the plane containing the radiating dlpole, 

Otherwiae the ratio of horizontal and vertical componentn of field strength la not 

equal to the tangent of the angle of rotation of the dlpole. Such a phenomenon does 

not occur with a radiating loopj therefore In Installations for checking polarization 

errors they chiefly apply a loop aa the emitter. 

Determining the Magnitude and Nature of Local Errora 

To determine errora of the direction finder the generator shifts around It, 

Direction finding la produced at different positions of the  ;nerator, and reaults 

are compared with true anglea. These angles, depending uion the clrcumatancea« are 

determined either by viaual direction finding, or on the map by known poaltlons of 

the mobile generator. 

■Hie mobile generator la carried, trucked or is placed on a ship, aircraft, etc. 

If the direction finder is placed on a mobile object (ship, aircraft), one can 

determine error by a fixed source of radiation by means of shifting the direction 

finder itself, 

'nie distance from the direction finder to the source of radiation ahould be 

sufficiently large, in order to consider the field near the direction finder as the 

field of radiation, i.e., the distance should exceed the wavelength. Furthermore, 

the distance should be sufficient, that there la formed an approximately flat wave 

front» 

where 2b — antenna aperture (spacing of vertical antennas). 

The generator should be located in an open locality far from objects which 

could create a field of secondary radiation. 

The  error curve, found by the shown method, contains both instrument errors of 

the radio direction finder, and alao locality errora. In order to separate errors, 

it la necessary to deternine inatrument errora by other methods (see the firat point 

of thla paragraph) or conduct Inapection of local errors by a radio direction finder, 

whose inatrument errors are email and are known. In separate cases Judgement about 

whether error is local or inatrument is facilitated by consideration of the dependence 
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of trror on the distance to the radiator, I.e., from fhlft of the heterodyne with 

constant azimuth. Instrument error does not depend on rang«, and local error changes 

with change of range. 

With a separate re-emltter the dependence of error, caused by It, on the 

distance between the heterodyne and direction finder has a regular sinusoidal nature, 

which facilitates detection of such error. 

The general character of the error curve also depends on the distance between 

the direction finder and generator (§ 10,5), When this distance is small (for 

Instance, 100-300 m). Influence of locale and surroundings is not transmitted 

completely in the obtained error curve, since relative magnitudes and phases of field 

strength of reverse emitters differ from corresponding magnitudes obtained under the 

Influence of a wave from a very distant source. 

It Is possible to recommend such tests mainly for checking instrument errors 

under the condition that local errors are minute. 

With large distances (for Instance, 3-5 Ion) conditions of testing are closer 

to real conditions of work of the radio direction finder and mere fully reflect local 

errors, including and the Influence of distant surroundings. These tests should be 

conducted during the introduction of the radio direction finder into service to 

Judge Its general accuracy. 

It is necessary to note that the curve of local errors, taken with the help of 

a generator located on the surface of the earth, can not preserve its form during 

reception of reflected rays, since reverse radiations, provoking local errors, change 

their character under the influence of an abnormally-polarized field. 

Determining General Accuracy of a Radio Direction Finder 

Because of the above-indicated difficulties separate determination of instrument 

errors, although of considerable interest, cannot completely characterize general 

accuracy of a radio direction finder. On the other hand, determination only of the 

general accuracy of a direction finder, the most important of its operational 

characteristics, says little to the designer, since he cannot find which part of 

errors can be eliminated by Improving the design of the instrument and which part 

can be eliminated by improving its location. Therefore, whenever possible, one 

should make a full investigation of the direction finder, detemining both instrument 

and local errors, and also the genera" accuracy of the direction finder. 

To determine general accuracy of a direction finder we perform direction finding 
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of difftrtnt known objtcts, located u  far ai poailble In different dlrectlonni at 

different distances and working on different waves* 

Cceqparlng the found radio bearing with the true one, determined by calculation 

or plotting on a map, we find error« For the characteristic of general accuracy of 

a direction finder we find the mean error. According to the theory of errors It Is 

most correot to take for mean error the mean quadratic error, but for simplification 

of calculations we frequently limit ourselves to finding the arithmetic mean error 

(without taking Into account sign). 

For radio direction finders, working on short and medium waves, during direction 

finding at night scattering of errors Is ao great that their average magnitude 

Insufficiently characterizes work of the direction finder. Methods of analysis of 

observations are presented In Chapter 11. 

Determining General Sensitivity of a Radio Direction Finder 

To determine general sensitivity of a direction finder we simultaneously perform 

direction finding and determination of field strength by a comparator. During 

direction finding by hearing we note the angle of silence. During visual direction 

finding we note the line width of the Image of bearing or the magnitude of oscil- 

lations of the pointer of the Indicator from the influence of noises. 

On ultrashort, medium and long waves sensitivity can be determined by means of 

observation of different remote radio stations. On short waves observation of remote 

stations because of the influence of fade-outs leads to very Inaccurate determinations 

of sensitivity. Therefore, on short waves sensitivity Is better determined by using 

a local generator, removed a certain distance from the direction finder. 

Field strength in all cases Is measured by a comparator. If there Is no 
i 

comparator, sensitivity can also be determined by the local generator, equipped with 

an ammeter In the antenna, whose virtual height Is known. In this case field strength 

near the generator Is calculated by the corresponding formulas. This method Is less 

exact than direct comparison. 

Sensitivity of a radio direction finder may also be found by means of calculation. 

If there are determined the sensitivity of the receiving equipment and the virtual 

height of the antenna system (see §§ 2.7-2.11). 

One can determine virtual height in the following manner (Fig. 9*12): at a 

certain distance d from direction finder DF there is located emitter 0. Exactly the 

same distance d from the latter there is placed comparator C, so that field strength 
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Flg.  9«12.    Diagram of 
location of Instrumente 
during measurement of 
virtual height. 

for the direction finder and for the comparator Is Identical.    The distance between 

the direction finder and the comparator should be such as to exclude their Interaction. 

Field strength created by the emitter Is measured by the comparator.    Its value E0 

should substantially exceed the level of field 

strength of the external Interferences.    The 

direction finder Is tuned to the wave of the 

emitter, and Its antenna system or goniometer Is 

set In a position« corresponding to maximum 

reception power.    Voltage on Its output Is 

measured by a voltmeter.   By gain control Instru- 

ments output voltage Is set such that work of the 

receiver in the linear region is ensured.    To 

ensure linearity there will also be turned off the automatic gain control. 

Then we disconnect the antenna system from the receiver and connect to It a 

generator of standard signals through antenna equivalent.    In the goniometer system 

all non-operating windings of the goniometer should here be loaded on antenna 

equivalents Eq (Fig. 9.13).    Without touching receiver controls, we adjust the 

voltage of the generator of standard signals to obtain on the receiver output the 

same voltage as was obtained earlier fron the external emitter.    Obviously,  in this 

case voltage in the antenna circuit E    fron the generator of standard signals is 

equal to the voltage in the antenna circuit E0H , which the external emitter created. 
E-» 

On the basis of this we can find virtual height as H. - w5. a     JS0 

Fig. 9*13.    Circuit diagram of 
receiver. 

Determining the Directivity Pattern and the Directivity Factor 

To determine the directivity pattern of the antenna system of the direction 

finder in the horizontal plane it Is necessary to determine the dependence of output 

voltage of receiver on angle, which the direction of propagation of the wave forms 

♦This formula Is valid when resistance of the equivalent Is equal to resistance 
of the antenna. 
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with the plane of the antenna System.    In a system with a turning antenna this angle 

can be changed by rotation of the antenna system itself.    The radiation pattern of a 

radio direction finder with fixed antennas can be found by rotating the device 

intended for rotating the radiation pattern (goniometer,  commutator) and noting the 

dependence of output voltage on the angle of rotation of the goniometer or commutator. 

Another method of finding the radiation pattern consists moving the sender around a 

fixed antenna system on a circumference, whose center coincides with the center of 

the antenna system. 

One should equip the sender with an ammeter for measuring in it the current, 

which should be maintained strictly constant.    To ensure great accuracy it is possible 

to recommend monitoring constancy of field strength in the direction finder by a 

comparator. 

Angular shift of the sender is measured by a compass,   theodolite, or another 

such instrument. 

Output voltage of the receiver is measured by a voltmeter.    It is necessary 

beforehand to check the range of voltages, in which output voltage linearly depends 

on input, and during the whole test voltage should not leave the linear region. 
U 

Dependency wr out ■ F(d), presented graphically in polar or cartesian 
max.out 

coordinates, is the sought directivity pattern. The directivity factor in the 

horizontal plane is determined graphically from the directivity pattern: 

i 

Or- 

where F 
U»ma Ma« 

•m 
Thxxs,  to determine the directivity factor it is necessary to conntruct the curve 

of the dependence of p on angle 0 and by planimetry find its area / p£dd. Number 

2Tr, divided by the found area, gives the directivity factor. 

If field strength is measured by a comparator, then before completing the shown 

calculations it is necessary to Introduce a correction in values of measured output 

voltages, determining magnitude 

■»ig« 
'Ms ""TF—• 

where EÄ._ — maximum field strength] niax 

E — field strength, measured at the same position of generator, at which 
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During construction of the radiation pattern we use values of ü     t and 

Measurement of directivity patterns In the vertical plane causes considerable 

technical difficulties; with this purpose It is possible to use aircraft and 

helicopters [9.5]. 
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CHAPTER      10 

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS OF RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS 

List of Designations Appearing in Cyrillic 

M - 1 - [definition undetermined] 
uaKC ■ max - maximum 

np - long ■ longitudinal 
p ■ loop 

11 ■ RDF ■ Radio Directional Finder 
n - trans ■ transverse 

Below are certain practical instructions on selecting the site, installation, 

and adjustment of ship, aircraft and ground radio direction finders. In this chapter 

we used materials of published manuals and recommendations [1.10, 10.1, 10.6, 10.7]. 

10,1. Ship Radio Direction Finder 

Selection of Site 

For installation of the antenna array of a ship radio direction finder one 

should select the place, most removed from metallic parts of the ship. Therefore, 

the antenna array should be assembled as high as possible above the hull of the ship 

and as far as possible from stacks, masts, antennas and metal superstructures. 

To indicate beforehand the best place is difficult. At medium waves the ships 

hull usually Is the main Influence. Knowing dimensions of the ship, it is possible 

by the formulas (5.58), (5.60) to approximately calculate deviation, caused by the 

hull when placing the antenna array directly on the deck or on a mast. 

On short waves of greatest influence ere antenna-like objects (masts, stacks, 

and so forth), tuned in resonance with the frequency of direction finding, when on 

their length there is laid-off a quarter of the wavelength or three quarters of the 

wavelength (Fig, 5.14). 

Thus, 30 m mast creates the greatest deviation at frequency f • 2.5 MCJ the 

captain^ bridge 15 m high, at frequency f - 5 Mcj a 11 m stack, at frequency f ■ 
- 7 Mc, Range of frequencies at which such objects act depends on their transverse 

dimension. An antenna made from a conductor practically has effect in a range of 

±55^ on both sides of resonance frequency; a stack, in range ±10^; a brldgr, in 

range approximately ±30^, etc. 
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On ultrashort waves large structures shield reception,  and direction finding 

becomes impossible. 

It Is necessary before Inspection on a ship to consider on the plans of equipment 

of ship the most convenient places and to calculate for them on the basis of materials 

of Chapter 5 maximum deviations. 

Antenna systems with spaced loops or with spacing of antennas greater than X, 

because of their somewhat sharper radiation pattern, are less subject to the Influence 

of fields of reverse radiation.    An antenna array with spaced antennas with small 

spacing reverse emitters is Influenced to a still larger degree  than a loop array, 

because of stronger action of the electrostatic fields on vertical antennas. 

After places for mounting of the antenna system are noted (usually several).  It 

Is advisable to test them with a portable radio direction finder.  If possible,  and 

select the best place.    To find the fitness of the place we take the curve of 

deviation along by one of the methods shown below.    The best place will be the one, 

for which maximum deviation is less in the working range of frequencies of the radio 

direction finder.    On medium waves the curve of deviation should be very close to 

quadratic  (quadratic deviation is easy to compensate) and vary little with frequency. 

On short and ultrashort waves deviation should vary smoothly with change of 

relative bearing of the station and with change of frequency.    Furthermore, there 

should be obtained complete angles of silence for bearings of all directions 0-260° 

in a sound radio direction finder,   small ellipses of images   (not more  than 15$)  in 

an automatic two-channel  radio direction finder,  and precise  readings  of bearing In 

other systems of direction finders. 

Finding of the curve of deviation and «heck of the quality of direction finding 

should be done at sea.    As long as  ships are in the dockyard.  It is impossible to do 

these Jobs,  since around ship there usually are many foreign objects,  creating 

additional errors, 

■Hie place for mounting receiver equipment should be convenient for work.    The 

length of the high-frequency cable required for connection of the antenna array (of 

goniometric or other type) with the receiver should be as small as possible.    The 

receiver equipment of a radio direction finder should be installed in the chart 

house, since the navlgatory uses the radio direction finder. 

Mounting of the Antenna Array of a Radio Direction Finder 

Let us consider cases, when In the ship radio direction finder as the antenna 

array there are applied a rotatable loop,  a goniometric system of two 
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autually-perptndlcular loops« a rotatable system of spaced loops, and a system with 

spaced antennas. 

The antenna array Is Installed In such a manner that its axis of symmetry lies 

in the diametrical plane of the shipj otherwise there may appear a coefficient of 

constant deviation A, varying with frequency. Such deviation is difficult to 

compensate. 

An auxiliary antenna, if it is not provided in the construction of the antenna 

array, is taken as far as possible vertical and located in direct proximity to the 

directional antenna. 

In a rotatable system with reading by the minimum the dial is oriented in such 

a manner that it reads angle 90-270° when the plane of the system coincides with the 

diametrical plane of ship, or 0-180° when the plane of the system is perpendicular 

to the diametrical plane. In a goniometric system one loop or pair of antennas are 

usually mounted in the diametrical plane; the second is mounted across the ship. 

With unequal dimensions of loops (for a medium-wave radio direction finder) the 

smaller loop is installed along the longitudinal axis, thanks to which quarter 

deviation partially is compensated. 

For a goniometric radio direction finder it is necessary to check correctness 

of connection of the ends of field coils of the goniometer to the loop device and 

of ends of the searcher coil to the receiver. 

For this we listen to and fix any radio station, when to goniometer there is 

Joined only one longitudinal loop (transverse is disconnected); the bearing should 

be 0° or 180°. If instead of 0° or 180° the bearing is equal to 90° or 270 , then 

to the longitudinal loop we Join the other field coll of the goniometer. 

Further we fix a radio station, when one transverse loop is connected; bearing 

should be 90° or 270°. 

Finally, we Join both field coils and check matching of fields. With rotation 

of the ship counterclockwise the bearing should Increase; if this is not so, one 

should exchange ends in any of the field coils. 

Correctness of determination of direction is attained by true connection of 

the ends of searching coll. If direction is determined Incorrectly, we switch the 

ends of the searcher coll. 

In the same manner connection to the receiver^-indicator of a two-channel radio 

direction finder is checked. 
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It la very Important that ntar the outdoor equipment of a radio direction finder 

all touching metallic parts (for Instance, bulkhead of the bridge, guard rail, struts, 

etc«) have good contacts with the hull; otherwise with variable contacts, there Is 

obtained variable deviation. Furthermore, during disturbance of contacts there Is 

audible a crackling In the telephone of the receiver. 

Cables and other metallic rigging nearest to the antenna array should have a 

length, smaller than 1/4 \l^n»    If the antenna array Is mounted on a separate mast, 

the upper part of the mast should be free of yards standing out t J the sides, and 

so forth. Ouys for the mast should be symmetrically located about the antenna system. 

Taking the Curve of Deviation of a Ship Radio Direction Finder 

The bearing q of a radio station, lying at heading p to the longitudinal axis 

of the ship, under the Influence of metallic objects located around the loop 

(antennas, guys, metal hull, and so forth). Is Incorrect. 

Deviation f Is equal to 

The formula for f gives the absolute value and sign of deviation. Deviation 

generally varies with heading and depends on the length of the fixed wave. After 

Installation of a radio direction finder before using It, It Is necessary to determine 

deviation for all directions from 0° to 560° and for needed waves (take the curve of 

deviation). During subsequent work on the radio direction finder we use curves of 

deviation to determine con actions to bearings. 

The curve of deviation Is taken chiefly by a visible radio station, transmitting 

certain signals for this purpose. We determine visually headings p to the working 

radio station related to the longitudinal axis of ship and simultaneously take 

readings on the radio direction finder. I.e., determine angles q. Xhowlng p and q, 

we calculate deviation f and construct the curve of deviation In the form of the 

dependence of f on q. 

The curve of deviation of a ship radio direction finder can be found by the 

following methods. 

1. We use work of the sender of a non-dlrectlonal radio beacon or auxiliary 

ship, nie ship with the radio direction finder turns every 10-15° near the beacon 

or auxiliary-ship. On every course there Is determined visually the heading to the 

transmitter p and there Is made a reading on the radio direction finder q. Devi- 

ation Is defined as the difference between these readings. 
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Instead of lie on coursea every 10-15°» It Is possible to accomplish continuous 

circulation and to take visual readings and radio direction flndar readings every 

10-15°. 

The distance between the radio direction finder and the sender Is more than 

2-3 \,  In order to be In the field of radiation of the sender. 

2. The ship with the radio direction finder can be turned with the help of an 

auxiliary tug. Such a method Is employed for large ships« whose own movement Is 

costly. 

3. The ship with the radio direction finder can stand at anchor, and the 

auxiliary ship with radio transmitter passes around it. Reading every 10-15° of 

movement of the auxiliary ship simultaneously visual headings p and radio bearings 

q, we calculate deviation f. 

4. It Is possible to take deviation by an invisible radio station. We 

calculate the bearing a from the point of taking the deviation to the radio station. 

To determine the true bearing every 10-15° of turn of the ship we determine radio 

bearings q and simultaneously compass courses (KK). Know' g  deviation of the compass 

AK and declination AM, we calculate p and ft 

#-a-(#riC+AAf+A#f) ^p-q. 
When taking the curve of deviation it is necessary that at a radius of at 

least one nautical mile there are no other ships or harbour structures. 

The power of radio station from which we take the deviation should be sufficient 

so that readings are absolutely clear. With large range of waves of the direction 

finder we take deviation on several waves. 

Deviation varies with change of the drought of the ship. 

So that there is no error from parallax, the distance from the loop of the radio 

direction finder to instrument, on which we read the heading, should be not more than 

i/192 of the distance between the direction finder and the transmitter. 

If in the radio direction finder there is no means of compensation for devi- 

ation, after determination of deviation and construction of the curve of deviation 

we calculate coefficients of the expansion of the curve in a Fourier series. 

Calculation of coefficients of deviation is reduced to replacement of Integral 

expressions of coefficients of the Fourier series by the sum of ordinates of the 

curve of deviation at definite intervals of degrees. In Table 10.1 (see insert at 

the end of the book) there is given the form for calculating coefficients of devi- 

atlon using ordinates every 15 . 
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Afttr dttcrminlng coefficients of deviation we Inspect around the loop of the 

direction finder to see if they are removable factors, causing any abnormally great 

coefficient (see § 5*8). As a rule« after removal of factors causing deviation it 

is necessary to again take the curve of deviation. 

On the basis of the obtained results for subsequent use we construct curves of 

tlon or compose tables of deviation for approximately every r0 change of q. 

If In the radio direction finder there is equipment to compensate for devi- 

ation, then we first determine deviation only on eight headingsi 0, 45, 90, ..., 51^° 

at that frequency, at which compensation is provided. We calculate coefficients A, 

D, and I, which compensate. Then we take residual curves of deviation by one of 

described methods. 

10.2. Radio Direction Finder on an Aircraft 

On an aircraft radio direction finder besides normal requirements there is 

presented an additional one — strength of construction (loop, receiver, etc.) with 

minimum volume end weight. Such a requirement is set because equipment on an aircraft 

experiences strong shocks. For combat shocks the receiver is fastened to special 

shock absorbers. 

Aircraft Interferences, in two forms — acoustic end electrical — adversely 

affect actual sensitivity of a radio direction finder. 

In light of the impairment of the actual sensitivity from acoustic Interferences 

during sound direction finding, on aircraft they apply visual radio direction finders, 

most frequently radio compasses and radio compasses. 

Basic electrical interferences are Interference from ignition and Interference 

from electric generators and motors of the aircraft. The most effective method of 

counteracting Interferences of ignition is complete shielding of the ignition circuit. 

Other methods do not lead to complete freeing from Interferences in the wide band 

width of the direction finder. Interferences from electrical generators and motors, 

mainly commutator noises, are cancelled by blocking their circuits with chokes and 

capacitances, and measures are also taken to decrease sparking. 

In spite of all the measures against Interferences, the level of noises on 

aircraft is greater than on earth, and, consequently, sensitivity of a radio direction 

finder Is worse. 

The aircraft radio direction finder is often used for flight on a racio station. 

In this case the rota table loop is installed across the airplane fuselage (the 
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goniometer Is set at 0°), and the course of aircraft Is regulated In such a manner 

that the loop remained In the position of bearing (In telephones, zero audibility, 

or on the Indicator of the semlcompass, a zero reading). 

With such use of a radio direction finder from wind there Is created drift of 

the aircraft and time of flight Is extended. By selection of a leading course, at 

which the resultant speed of the aircraft and wind coincide with the direction of 

flight. It Is possible to achieve a 
q..unropr«rtaii bnarlntj 

m 560 
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Flg. 10,1. Sample deviation curves. 

direct line of flight; for this we 

rotate the loop a bit. Correct rotation 

of the loop can be Judged by preservation 

of the compass reading. If we maintain 

the course from readings of the radio 

direction finder. With Increase of 

flight soeed the Influence of wind drift 

decreases. 

Orientation and check-out of the 

mounting of the antenna array of the 

radio direction finder on an aircraft 

Is carried out Just as on a ship. 

Taking of the deviation of an aircraft 

radio direction finder in air presents 

difficulties. Usually we place the aircraft in flight position on the ground on a 

rotating circle and turn it at different angles to a local transmitter, located a 

distance of at least 2-5 X from the aircraft [10,1], By comparison of visual 

readings and radio bearings we determine deviation.  The site where we take the 

deviation should be free of disturbing objects (wires, antennas, trees, etc). The 

procedure for taking the deviation curve and analysis of results for an aircraft 

radio direction finder do not differ from the procedure and analysis for a ship 

radio direction finder. 

Sample deviation curves of a medium-wave radio direction finder on an aircraft 

are given in Fig. 10.1. 

10,3, Compensation of Deviation In a Radio Direction 
Finder with a Rotatable Loop   " 

There exist several methods of compensation of deviation of a radio direction 

finder. They can be divided Into two groupsi methods of mechanical compensation of 
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deviation and] methods of electrical eoapensatlon of deviation. 

In some Installations both methods are used simultaneously. 

Mechanical Methods of Compensating Deviation 

Principle of work of a mechanical compensator Is based on the fact that the 

dial (or dial Indicator) on which the bearing Is read fitted on the shaft (of the 

loop or goniometer) by an auxiliary device. This device creates displacement of the 

dial (or dial Indicator) with respect to the loop or searcher coll of the goniometer 

an angle, equal to the deviation« and thus deviation Is compensated. 

In Fig, 10,2 Is depicted a system of four levers a« b« c, and d, connected at 

points 1, 2,  3 by hinges. Between points 1 and 5 there acts a spring, thanks to 

which hinge 2 and the roller attached to It constantly press on disk L, Lever a Is 

connected to the shaft of the loop (or searcher coll of the goniometer); lever b Is 

connected to the dial Indicator, With rotation of the loop shaft the dial Indicator 

tracks the loop. 

If disk L has the form of a circle, then the angle between the loop and the dial 

Indicator remains constant, since their relative position does not change, Giving 

disk L the corresponding form, differing from a circle. It Is possible so to move the 

dial Indicator with respect to the loop (leading with an Indentation and lagging 

with a projection) as to compensate any de/latlon of the radio direction finder. 

Sometimes Instead of disk L we employ flexible steel tape, whose form Is 

regulated by levers. The roller goes Inside tape. The spring draws points 1 and 2 

together. 

The mechanical compensator can compensate deviation of any law. However, It Is 

advisable to compensate only even coefficients of deviation D, X and constant devla- 

~ . ...^ . .„. tlon A, Actually, If one were to compensate DUX (U"0) of loop ^      omj, dl,k L * ' w 

semicircular deviation (B and 0), then,  reading 

the bearing not from the correct side (q ± 1^0°),  we 

make an error, equal to 

t(Btittf+CeQtf)t 

and with noneompensated semicircle of deviation. 

If we do not consider deviation, error Is equal 
Fig, 10,2,    Mechanical 
compensator of devla- only to 
tlon, 

Bttof+Ccos«. 
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The mechanical compensator cancels deviation on one wave. For other waves there 

are given tables and curves of residual deviation. 

Blectrlcal Compensation of Deviation by Inotailing a Loop 

As was shown, of greatest importance in deviation of ship and aircraft radio 

direction finders, working on medium and long waves, is quadrant deviation. Therefore 

in practice we are limited to electrical compensation only of this deviation, 

although in principle we can compensate electrically for other components of devi- 

ation. We already saw that the body of a metallic 

ship (aircraft, dirigible) creates deviation with the 

same law, as a re-emitting loop. On the basis of this 

it is possible to compensate deviation caused by the 

metallic body by installation of an auxiliary frame. 

The  body of a metallic ship (aircraft, dirigible) 

Pig. 10,3, Change of      is equivalent to a closed loop with characteristic 
coefficient of devi- 
ation D with change        wavelength X0, approximately equal to twice the length 
of wavelength. 

of the body. The law of change of D with change of the 

received wave X is shown In Pig, 10,5. Ideal compensation on all waves could have 

been achieved by construction around the direction finder loop of a closed loop with 

parameters, equal to parameters of the frame which is equivalent to the body. In 

practice, this is unrealizable, since we obtain very large dimensions of the 

compensating loop.  It Is possible to construct compensating loops of smaller 

dimensions, and couple them to the direction finder loop in such a manner as to 

compensate deviation, e.g., on long waves. Since the fixed wave will be much 

larger the characteristic wave of such an additional loop, the compensated devia- 

tion will almost not vary with change of the waves of direction finding, "nils will 

occur until the wave approaches the characteristic wave of the frame, equal to its 

perimeter. It turns out that by an additional loop, practically rellzable, it Is 

possible to compensate coefficient D, constant on the wave range, 

Por a great many aircraft and ships In their working range of direction 

finding coefficient D remains constant, and, consequently, for compensation it is 

possible to choose a compensating closed circuit. 

According to formula (5.43) we had 
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where 

Olven the area of compensating loop 32,  It 1B possible to calculate L01 and 

M   and then n (N anil S^ — number or turns and the  arv.-n or the dimotion  flni'.T 

loop — are known). From m we calculate coefficient 0* compensated by the additional 

loop. Thus, by approximation It Is possible to find the required compensating loop. 

Sometimes for compensation they make the additional loop rigid, consisting of 

two spaced steel rings, fixed motlonlessly, symmetrically to the shaft of the loop 

on both sides of It, along the longitudinal axle of the 

ship (aircraft). 

By changing the Inductance of coll, which closes 

the rings (Fig, 10.4), It Is possible to achieve 

compensation of the required value of coefficient D. 

The adjustable magnitude In this construction Is ZQ. . 

-ttMrnm 

10,4.    Electrical Compensation of Deviation 
In a Goniometrie Radio Direction Finder 

Fig,  10,4.    Fixed 
compensating loops. 

Compensation of Quadrant Deviation D sin 2q 

Earlier It was shown that If fields created by 

field coils of the goniometer are not Identical and are equal to 

ai MIN« •< Ht Mane = aHt Manet 

where a ^ 1,  then In the direction finder there appears error, which Is expressed 

(4.l6)t 

e-l 

igh •n SIBM 
; k~i 

Hie dependence (4,16) of error on the arrival direction of the wave Is 

analogous to quadrant deviation from the hull of a ship (5*37)• This view can be 

used for compensation of quadrant deviation In gonlonetrlc radio direction finders, 

creating In the goniometer an error the opposite of the deviation. Field colls of 

the goniometer are made Identical) to produce of unequal fluxes one of the field 

colls (longitudinal) Is shunted by an Inductance of a combine Inductance and 

capacitance. 
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Let us consider first shunting of the field coll of the longitudinal loop by 

only an Inductance, In which there Is created an error opposite to quadrant devi- 

ation D sin 2q, and constant In the wave ranr-v. 

Let us designates 

L1  — Inductance of longitudinal loop] 

trans — Inductance of transvercr loop; 

LM —  Inductance of each field coll (we assume they are Identical); 

L« — shunting Inductance; 

h. — virtual height of each loop. 

Then the maximum flux In the goniometer from the transverse loop is equal to 

maximum flux from the longitudinal loop Is equal to 

u fcE*, L,        it 
«•• Maus Ä —7 7-7-—r- / . > = ant 

•('••+xfcrTXTV MtROi 

whence 

tt       
IH;c- 

:f Ltrans - Llong " L' then 

«MB. T^T (10.i') 

Knowing quadrant deviation of the radio direction finder, it Is possible to 

select a In such a manner that 

«-}fB. (10.2) 

i.e., so that there Is created a deviation, opposite In sign to deviation from the 

hull. Then quadrant deviation of radio direction finder will be cancelled! 

Prom formula (10.1) the expression for shunting Inductance L« will be 

> 

Usually the coil for shunting longitudinal loop (compensating choke) is made with 
I 

leads, where they are chosen in such a manner as to compensate the coefficient of 

quadrant deviation D approximately each degree. Then after taking the deviation 
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curve It 1B simple to connect the corresponding lead of the coll. 

Since from equations (10.3) and (10,4) It Is clear that L2 does not depend on 

wavelength, then the compensated quadrant deviation D will not depend on the wave. 

Quadrant deviation, not depending on wavelength, is observed with waves, larger 

than 5-10 lengths of the ship hull. 

In this calculation we disregarded capacitance of feeders, eonnecUng the loops 

to field coils of the goniometer. If we consider these capacitances« then it turns 

out that the compensated coefficient of quadrant deviation D does not remain constant 

on different waves, but grows with decrease of wavelength. Sharpness of change of the 

compensated coefficient with the wave depends on the magnitude of the capacitance 

of the feeders. In practice the coefficient of quadrant deviation of a ship 

(aircraft) radio direction finder also grows with decrease of the wavelength. On 

long waves the capacitance of feeders is small, and the compensating choice can be 

calculated by formula (10,4). 

Sometimes after connection of the compensatlonal choke designed for the longest 

wave and determination on several waves of residual deviation it is found that on 

shorter waves there is a coefficient of quadrant deviation, increasing with decrease 

of wavelength. The means that abruptness of change of the compensated coefficient 

D with the wave is less than abruptness of change with the wave of real coefficient 

D, In such a case, in order to achieve the best compensation of quadrant deviation 

in the wave range, it is necessary to couple an additional capacitance in the 

transverse loop. Conversely, if steepness of variation of the compensated coef- 

ficient D with the wave is greater than steepness of variation of the real coef- 

ficient D, then one should couple the capacitance in the longitudinal loop [10.2]. 

In a two-path automatic radio direction finder it is possible to compensate the 

coefficient of quadrant deviation D,  constant in the frequency range, by employing 

unequal gain factors in the channels. 

Compensation of Quadrant Deviation X cos 2 q 

During the analysis of the goniometric system we saw that presence of coupling 

between field coils of the goniometer leads to the appearance of quadrant error of 

form S cos 2q.(§ 4.6), where (4.27) 

H-ZT) padlana. 
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where ZQ — coupling Impedance between field colls | 

Z — Impedance of loop circuit) 

•£• " has totally real value. If we disregard active components of Z and Z, 

Simultaneously there appears octant error K Bin kq,,  where 

-m radian«* 
By choice of coupling impedance Z_ It Is possible to compensate quadrant devl- 

atlon B cos 2q« 

The simplest method of creating of coupling between field colls Is connecting 

Inductances (compensatlonal chokes) between the field colls (Fig. 10.3). 

In Pig, 10,5a we designates 

L — inductance of loopj 

L, — inductance of field coll; 

L2 — inductance of coupling coil (compensatlonal choke); 

L, — inductance of searcher coil. 

Let us disregard active resistances of loop circuits. We determine the expres- 

sions for Z and Z . We designate (Fig. 10.5b) resistance of the part of the circuit 

below points aa, but above points bb by 

X. Impedance of the loop circuit is 

We find the expression for Zc from the 

influence of circuit II on circuit Ii 

Compensated coefficient of deviation 

will be 

Fig. 10.5» Compensation of deviation 
X cos 2q, 

EaaTss /«-i+*) • nrriTC+TO • (10-5) 

Formulas (10,4) and (10.3) for compensated coefficients of deviation S and D are 

absolutely identical. 
« 

Consequently, inductance of colls L« for compensation of deviation E cos 2q 

should be calculated Just a/i inductance of the coil for compensation of deviation 

D sin 2q. 
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A ship radio direction finder with a goniometer syitem usually Is equipped with 

three Identical compensatlonal chokes with leads for compensation of deviation every 

1 • One choke serves to compensate coefficient of deviation D, and we connect It In 

parallel to the longitudinal loop of the radio direction finder. Two other chokes 

serve to compensate coefficient of deviation X; they are connected between terminals 

of the field colls. 

In comparison of mechanical and electrical methods of compensation of deviation 

one should note the basic deficiency of mechanical systems — lowering of accuracy 

of reading of bearing. 

Let us assume that the design and electrical circuit of a radio direction 

finder permit with a given certain field strength of the fixed radio station, 

wavelength and average observer a certain accuracy of bearing reading (error ^q). 

By a mechanical deviation compensator we compensate quadrant deviation 

/»Dsifity. 

The true bearing,  corrected by the mechanical compensator,  is 

Error of reading Ap will be obtained by differentiation of p with respect to qi 

A^=A^(l-f 2Dcos20 

en q - 45, 135* 225 and 3 

change. 

When q « 45# 135, 225 and 3150# Ap - Aq, i.e., accuracy of reading does not 

When q - 0, 90, 180 and 270°, Ap - Aq(l ±  2D), where D is expressed In radians. 

Accuracy of the taken bearing depends on D. Thus, if D - 15°j 2D - 30° ■ ■? • 

■ 0,503 rdn, then Ap - 1.5Aq. 

With growth of D inaccuracy of reading of bearing on a radio direction finder 

with a mechanical compensator of deviation increases, so that work will be especially 

bad when D is great. 

Electrical methods of compensation do not possess this deficiency. 

The mechanical compensator of deviation creates additional error when there is 

an angle of silence (oscillation of the pointer of the indicator because of noises, 

etc.). Indeed let us assume that on the dial of the radio direction finder limits 

of the angle of silence will be 

True bearing is equal to 

/-H^+Dsln^-HJ. 
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Bearing on dial p0 is defined as the arithmetic mean of p* and p«! 

Ä-^„«L+Ä+O. (f|n 2^,+,in 27J 
or 

Ä-^^ + DiIn^+^eos^-^). 

Error In reading of bearing will be determined from expression 

lAI-l^-lM^Dtln^. + ^HI-cos^,-^)). 

For any angle of silence, determined by q^ - q2, maximum error will be at q* •♦■ q, - 

- 90°. Ill en 

1^,^.1=011-cos (^-^)l = 2Dsln^«i^-). 

If D - 20°, q^^ - 65°, qg ■ 25°, I.e., angle of silence Is 40°, then 

IAMMI-^IIII»»
0
«^. 7. 

10.5.    Land (Airport,   Shore) Radio Direction Finder 

The antenna system of a ground radio direction finder should be installed as 

far as possible from re-emlttlng,  current-conducting objects  on a site with good 

ground conductivity.    At  the place of Installation of a radio direction finder there 

should be no industrial interferences.  Impairing Its sensitivity and accuracy.    The 

place should be selected so that It is convenient as far as access roads, power 

supply,  communication circuits,  and so forth.     It should be  suitable for work in 

the RDF network  (see Chapter 11), 

Let us discuss In greater detail the fitness of the place from the point of 

view of ground conductivity and surroundings. 

Requirements for ground conductivity are determined by the type of antenna 

system of the radio direction finder,    nils question Is considered in Chapter 6.     If 

there Is Installed an antenna system, whose feeders must be protected from reception 

of a horizontally polarized electrical field,  for instance a U-shaped goniometric or 

phase system of spaced vertical antennas, the ground conductivity on the antenna 
-2      1 site should be at least 10       i~      if the feeders are buried in the ground, and at 

least 10"^    L~      If there is applied a ground metallizing network, 

Oround conduct. /Ity can vary from month to month.    For determination of average 

or minimum ground conductivity by separate measurements see  [10.8].    Oround 

conductivity should be measured not only on the surface, but at the depth of laying 
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of feeders (about 2 m with burying of feeders). During measurements It Is necessary 

to consider the depth of penetration of electromagnetic waves In the soil. In 

addition to Fig. 6,5  In Table 10,2 there are given for soils two values of depth 

conductivity where field strength decreases to 1/10 with respect to the field at 

the surface. One should also turn attention to whether ground conductivity Is 

Identical within the antenna site (see § 5*2). 

In Table 10.3 there are given permissible minimum distances to certain reverse 

emitters or permissible angles of visibility when using an antenna system with a 

cosine directivity pattern [10,6], With Incr ise of separation of antennas errors 

Table 10.2, Depth of Pen- 
etration of Radio Waves, 
at Which Field Strength 
Decreases to 1/10, 

Dapth of ptMtratlon, m 

£ Had conductivity Ni mwl con- 
j ductivity 
8 

1 If3 iFmü   • 10     5K^  " 
• 107 C0SF • io8 cast 

0.1 48 15 
0.3 29 9 
0.5 23 7 
I.S 15 4 

10 II 2.1 
30 11 1.8 

300 It 1.8 

from the influence of reverse emitters decrease 

(§ 5.3) and, correspondingly, distance to emitters 

can be decreased. Distances of Table 10.3 are given 

separately for long and medium waves (range of 

frequencies 100 Kc to 1.5 Mc), short waves (range 

of frequencies 1,5 to 30 Mc) and ultrashort waves 

(30 to 400 Mc) and for two casesi 

a) when expected mean quadratic error o from 

the Influence of the reverse emitter o has a value 

on long, medium and short waves of 1°, and In UHF 

range 0,5 j 

b) when expected mean quadratic error o from 

Influence of reverse emitter has value on long, average and short waves of 5 * and 

In UHF range 2°. The easier requirements pertain to the case when It Is possible 

to permit the worst accuracy In light of other advantages of the place. 

Simultaneously with errors there can be observed blurred minima during sound 

direction finding and an elliptical Image of bearing In a two-channel visual radio 

direction finder. If phases of fields of the forward and reverse emitters do not 

coincide. In composing Table 10.3 It was assumed that the re-emltter creates 

maximum possible error without Impairing the actual reading. 

The table was composed on the basis of experimental materials and calculating 

formulas of errors from reverse emitters, having regular geometric forms (sphere, 

hemisphere, cube, mirror surface, vertical wire, horizontal wire, etc). 
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Tablt 10.5, Rtqulrtatnt to Ensure Normal Work of a Hadlo Direction Finder 

Numbtr 
of 
point 

Cauits of error and 
parameters limited 
by them 

Admissible values 
Average, medium  Short waves   Ultrashort waves 
waves (100 Kc    (1.5 to 30 Mc) (30 to 400 Me) 
to 1.5.Mc) 

0-1° a-50 o - 1° 0-5° c-';.50 o - 2° 

I Slope of section, 
deg 

0.5 2 0.5 2 0.5 1 

II Vertical conductors 
— for a grounded 
one of length I ■ 
— 0,1 X (vertical 
angle, deg) 
— for 

10 

grounded 
one Z - 
- 0.25 >■ 
— for un- 7Z Z 7Z 21 151 4Z 
grounded (dis- 
one Z - tance) 
- 0.5 X 
— for un- 15 m 30 m 
grounded 
one length 
several X / 

III Slanted conductors 
— In gen- \ 
eral     ' 

Approximately as in point II 

— angle     (dls- Half as large as in point II 
of Incli- tance) 
nation 

45°     J 

IV Horizontal wires 
— telegraph A 180- 45 See medium wavelengths 90 
at height 200 
h - 6-7 m (dis- 

— higher tance, 
m) (180- 45K suspension 

H 200)^ 
ii 

V Wire barrier 
(distance, m) 

Does not influ- 
ence if 
grounded 

90 45 180, 
30 
[10.7] 

90 

VI Large conducting 
objects 
—square  \ See point IX 25 5 50 15 
In area 
X x X (dis- 1      1 
- other  * tance. Varies in proportion to area of object 
area M 

• 
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(Table 10.3 continued) 

Number 
of 
point 

PAIISAfl  A^ A*.%»nw m^A. Admissible values 

parameters limited 
by them 

Average, medium 
waves (100 Kc 
to 1.') Mc) 

1  Short waves 
1  (1.5 to 30 Mc) 

|Ultrashort waves 
(30 to ^// Mn) 

o- 1° | 0-5° o- 1° 0-5° lo-O.^0 | a.2G 

VII Forest 
-single "^ 
trees 
-large 
group of 
trees 

,  (die- x 
tan^e,m) 350 

20 

90 

90 

700 

20 

90 

9C 

360 

1   h5 

\      1Ö0 

VIII Isolated hills 
(vertical angle, 
deg) 

Mountainous site 

2 5   !          2 1 5 

tat fit for installation of 

Should not black 
out 

RDF 

IX Buildings 
-small nonconduct- 
ing (vertical angles 
distance) 
—large conducting 
ones (distance, m) 

?0 90 m 

400 

800 m 

X Buildings housing 
RDF 

If antei 
wooder 

anas are 
i 

nounted In building ; It should be 

XI Takeoff and landing 
reinforced concrete 
airport runways 
(distance) 

45 m No In- 
fluence 

X No In- 
fluence | 

X No Influence 

XII River (distance, m) No in- 
fluence 

fo Influ- 
snce 

300 No Influence 

XIII Ditches, embank- 
ments (distance, m) 

30 30 30 
50 

90 30 

XIV Railroad r 
(distance. 

•alls 
m) 

90 

1 

90 | 

If the dlptance to the reverse emitter differs from that shown In the table, one 

should consider that field strength from the reverse emitter, and consequently also 

the error vary on long, medium and short waves: If the distance to the emitter Is 

less than 0.1 x it is Inversely proportional to cube of distance D (by dependence 1/lr); 

If distance Is more than X, It varies as 1/Dj in range of frequencies above 30 Mc 
p 

with distance of several wavelengths, it varies as 1/D . 
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■ 

Total mtan quadratic arror from ■•varal rav«rte amltters, aach of which cauiat 

error a^, ffg, o_,   .,,,  is most correctly caiculatec) by the formula 

- 

Tha slta chosen for Installation of the antenna system after external Inspection 

at a radius of several wavelengths usually Is Inspected for faults by a portable radio 

direction finder and local transmitter, carried or transported on motor vehicle, 

ship, or aircraft around the antenna system, or by direction finding of radio stations 

whose locations are known. The site is considered suitable for a radio direction 

finder. If mean quadratic error does exceed tolerable limits. So that it is possible 

to use a local transmitter, around Its antenna at a radius of about 0.5 A i.herc 

should not be reverse emitters. 

Distance from the transmitter to the center of the antenna system of the radio 

direction finder should be at least (1-1.5)^«.. and 3-4 times greater than the 

separation of antennas in the antenna system of the radio direction finder. 

Inspection of the site permits determining the order of errors expected during 

operation. 

When constructing the home for a direction finder one should avoid construction 

of metal drain pipes and lightning rods. At a distance of about 150 m from the 

house electrical and telephone wiring must go into underground cable. 

If the antenna system of vertical antennas is mounted around the location with 

the receiver-indicator, then power and communication cables should be brought in sym- 

metrically to a pair of adjacent feeders, on the bisector of the angle between them. 

Wiring Inside the building should be very close to the floor, avoiding creation 

of loops (frames). If the radio direction finder is Installed together with the 

transmitter, the antenna of the latter should be mounted symmetrically to the outdoor 

array of the direction finder, whose vertical -> itennas are set around the building. 

In the case of installation of several outdoor t  ays on one site to solve the problem 

of the permissible minimum distance between antenna systems one should be guided by 

the fact that zenith angle at which one can see outdoor display from the center of 

the other, should be no more than 2-?°. 

With a slanted site with slope permissible according to Table 10.3 vertical 

antennas in the system should be set normally to the plane of the site. 
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In a hilly sit« tht btft plac« is •uamlt of a ••eludad round hill, which 

dominates tht ramalnlng hills. 

The Installed radio direction finder before use Is calibrated by a local trans- 

mitter, observing here the shown requisite distances between transmitter and antenna 

system and satisfying requirements on surroundings of the transmitter antenna, or by 

distant radio stations. 

The radio direction finder Is calibrated also periodically during operation to 

check Its accuracy. To permit periodic calibration dimensions of the direction 

finder site which are free from re-emltters are Increased, since sound the antenna 

of the transmitter there also should be no reverse emitters. As a result of analysis 

of calibration materials we obraln an estimator of the accuracy of direction finding. 

If the obtained constant errors are confirmed by operation specifications of the 

radio direction finder, they are considered corrections to bearings. Sometimes 

results of calibration help us to find and remove the cause of large errors. 

It is necessary to consider that errors from a local transmitter can differ 

from errors from distant radio stations because of noncoincidences of relative phases 

of fields of forward end reverse radiation 

when fixing local and distant transmitters. 

Let us determine such a minimum 

distance to a local transmitter that 

errors from local and distant transmitters 

differ by not more than 10%  (Fig. 10.6). 

In the figure we designated! 

DF — radio direction finderj Fig. 10.6. Direction finding of 
near and distant transmitters. 
KEYt  (a) [Designation uncertain, 
R t could be radio station]. 

RE — reverse emitter at distance X 
from direction finderj 

LT — local transmitter at distance D from direction finder (0 » X). 

Difference of phases of fields of forward and reverse radiator during direction 

finding of a distant radio station will be 

The same difference of phases fron a local transmitter is 

or *»-Tär 
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Error in direction finding It proportional to tht cosln« of tht dlfftrtnct of 

phattf of tht fltldt of tht forward and rtvtrtt radlatort. 

To   tatltfy tht fomulattd rtqulrtmtnt for ptrmlstlblt dlfftrtnct of errors 
cos 9, 

during dlrtctlon finding of local and distant transmltttrs, condition 
cos *1 

2 » 0.9 

should bt satlsfltd. Slnct, for ■» > f j^ > 0 cos ^2 - COS(<P1 + A<p) * 00s ^ - A(p sin T1» 

COS    9r 
■^ ' ■ 1 • Af t«ui tfj and Af tan ^ s 0.1 or wt should have 

1 
D>!2^trf|. 

Consequently, when X « 100 m we should have conditions 1 

for X - 300 m, D » 1.7 tan; for X - 12 m, D » 45 tan. 

On short waves these requirements are not practically feasible. Even if calibration 

is performed at the required distance, error varies with the frequency, azimuth and 

height of location of the transmitter. In Table 10.4 there are calculated changes 

of frequency, azimuth and angle of inclination of the wave front, corresponding to 

change of error of bearing from the influence of the reverse radiator from a maximum 

value down to zero. It is assumed that tht reverse radiator is a distance of 100 m 

from the antenna system of the radio direction finder. 

From the presented it follows that 
Table 10,4, Changes of Frequency, Azimuth 
and Angle of Inclination of the Wave Front, 
Corresponding to Change of Error from a 
Maximum to Zero 

Frequency, Mc 1 Mc 25 Mc 

Change of frequency, ^ 
Change of azimuth, deg 
Change of angle of 
inclination of wave 
front, deg 

57 
44 

75 

1.48 
1.75 

15 

calibration by a local transmitter 

cannot reveal systematic errors of the 

radio direction finder, which are found 

by selection of bearings by distant 

radio stations, whose locations are 

known, and as a result of prolonged 

study of the operation of the radio 

direction finder. 

\ 
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CHAPTER 11 

ACCURACY OF POSITION FINDING BY RADIO BEARINGS 

List of Designations Appearing In Cyrillic 

K = clrc « circular 

MMH ■ mln ■ minimum 
a « ell = ellipse 
3 = op » operational 

n - RDF ■ radio direction finder 

In order to obtain good results In direction finding, it is necessary to have 

radio direction finders, possessing sufficient accuracy and sensitivity, which should 

be properly situated and correctly used.  It is necessary also to be able for each 

fix to estimate bearings and to find from bearings and estimations of them the most 

likely place or region for finding the fixed target. 

In the present chapter we consider methods of appraisal of a single bearing and 

accuracy of position finding from bearings of n radio direction finders, and also 

methods of construction of working zones of two radio direction finders. 

At the base of chapter lies application of the statistical theory of errors to 

radio direction finding. 

11.1. Methods of Estimating a Single Bearing 

Errors during direction finding, as shown in § 2.4, are divided In errors of 

the system, which can be allowed for In the form of corrections, and random, which 

cannot be allowed for by corrections. Random errors characterize an Individual 

reading of bearing. 

In order to determine the position of a target and to calculate position error 

from bearings of n radio direction finders, it Is necessary to know estimator of 
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errors of bearings. On the basis of large number of observatl ms, conducted over 

a prolonged time, there can be found the mean quadratic operational erro 

radio direction finder a . However, eatlmated mean quadratic error of     dlvlfJual 

bearing may differ considerably from o , especially on nhort waves. 

Sometimes we use subjective estimation of the bearinr, by the operator, for 

which we beforehand establish 4-5 categories of bearings (for instance, by quality 

of readings, by degree of their stability, etc).  For each category of boarlnr vn 

experimentally establish the mean quadratic angular error. Subjective estimation 

with known accuracy can be applied only on ultrashort, medium, and lonp; waves, since 

on these wave ranges mean quadratic error for the outlined categories of bearings 

should be preserved. On shortwaves, where there are too many factors affoctlnf, the 

accuracy of direction finding, subjective estimation may lead to incorrect results. 

It is better to employ objective estimation of bearings [11.4, 11.5 ]i which is 

based on the physical picture of propagation and conditions of direction finding of 

short waves.  We give in [11.5] a method of estimating bearines on short waves. 

Analysis of random errors of a short-wave radio direction finder shows that they can 

be divided Into three statistlcallv non-connected groups wlöh dispersions V., Vo> 

V5, deg
2. 

li Errors varying very slowly In time — error of instruments and from the in- 

fluence of the position (near and distant surroundings).  For the dispersion of these 

errors It is possible to write: 

where V^ — a component which does not depend on frequency. V.. varies from 0.1 

2        2 
deg to 1 deg depencing upon the antenna system of the radio direction finder and 

the site of its Installation; V1o(f) — component, depending on frequency. On the 

basis of operational specifications one may assume that Vlg(f) ■ Ab, where A — 

constant coefficient, depending on the quality of the installation site and separa- 

tion of the antenna system; b — coefficient, dependent on frequency: 

— for frequencies 2-4 Mc, b * 1; 

— for frequencies 4-9 Mc, b <» 2; 

— for frequencies above 9 Mc, b « 5. 

2. Errors varying slowly in time — errors from lateral deviation of radio 

waves during reflection from the Ionosphere. This error depends on the distance 

and, to an extent, on the time of day; because of the large period of change this 

error usually is not averaged during the time of taking a bearing (§ 6,4). Values 
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of dlspprslon of lateral deviation V2 deg2 ■ ♦(D) are p;lven In Pip;. 6.18 for a small- 

base antenna system. 

3. Errors varying rapidly In time — errors from Interference of radio waves 

and polarization; here there enters subjective error of operator readings. These 

errors are averaged by the operator. The operator usually takes several (5-1?) 

averaged readings, each of which Is the result of observations for 5-10 sec. With 

greater duration of each separate averaged reading the operator, who, as a rule, re- 

calls the picture of the bearings only for the last 5-10 sec, will waste part of tho 

time of direction finding. 

Let us assume that the operator took n averaged readings, obtained average 

bearing 0, the difference between maximum and minimum values of averaged reading 

r deg, and observed during the time of taking of a separate averaged reading varia- 

tion of the bearing 5 deg. 

Dispersion V, is calculated by the formula 

Proceeding from the normal law of distribution of errors of bearings 

V^m±t   deg
2. 

Component of dispersion V,2 considers subjective error of the operator. It 

depends on limits of variation of bearing 5 during the time of taking averaged 

readings on a cathode-ray tube or on the angle of silence during a sound method of 

direction finding by a minimum. 

In [11.5] it is proposed to determine V,« on the basis of magnitude of play of 

the bearing during the time of an averaged reading or the angle of silence within 

limits: 

O-*» Vm = 0  deg2; 
9-l3<» Vn=l   deg2; 
14-18» Vli«2 deg

2; 
l*-28» Vm**4  deg2; 
*-S7» V.-.6 deg2; 

to above 38° VMs9 deg2; 

Thus, total dispersion of error of bearing will be 

where ^-^..+V..(/). ^-♦(fl). VJlvw + VM. 
Dispersion V, or mean quadratic error a - W, together with mean bearing 0 are 

used for plotting. 
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Flg. 11.1, Plotting bearings. 

The Indicated coefficients for calculation of components of dispersion are 

empirical and must be definltized on the basis of a check direction finding of radio 

stations, whose positions are known. 

11.2. Ellipse of Error with n Radio Direction Finders 

Let us assume that a radio station, located at point 0 (Fig. 11.1) is fixed by 

n radio direction finders; (RDFh, (RDF)2,..., (RDF) . and there are obtained bear- 

ings 9^, e2, ..., 9 , From angular errors of bearings as a result of plotting we 

formed a polygon of fixing (abcdef). 

We designate: 

&•# A«» ...# ^n — angular errors of radio bearings; 

o** Op»   •••* an ~ mean quadratic angular errors of bearings. 

In Fig, 11,2 there is depicted line of bearing of one (J-th) radio direction 

finder. Let us place the origin of coordinates at point 0, the true position of the 

radio station, axis OX we direct along parallel, axis 0Y along the meridian of point 

0. Let us designate by p. the length of the perpendicular from point 0 to the line 

of bearing (RDFKK: p. ■ D..^, where D. — distance between (RDF), and 0, 

Let us assume that as a result of plotting lines of bearings on a map for the 

position of the radio station we take point S with coordinates x, y, at distance 

q. from line of bearing (RDF) .K, 

We consider that bearings can be plotted In the form of straight lines, 
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For q-j It is possible to write: 

fl—#i+*coi Ij — y tin •,. 

Tho probability that the distance from 

point S to line of bearing (RDF).K lien be- 

tween q.  and q1 + dq..   Is determined by 

formula 

Uli*»' 

Flg.  11.2.  Calculating probability 
density. where O..D, ■ E. — mean quadratic deviation 

of the line of bearing from the true position of the radio station. 

Analogous expression can be written for other lines of bearings.    Total prob- 

ability that the assumed location of the radio station S Is found from n lines of 

bearings, taken from points  (RDFL,   (RDF)«*   »•*$   (RDF)  ,  at distance from q^ to 

q1 + dq^,  from q2 to q2 + dq2,   ...,  from ^ to ^ + dcln»   correspondingly, will be 

I 

(*i)T £,£,...E. 

/*(^i. ft U)*lj9t "dln^* 
m 

_3    •?   . tUfJqM..Jqm. (11.1) 

From the principle of least squares coordinates (x0, y0) of the most probable 

position of the fixed radio station are found from the condition of a maximum of 

expression (11.1) or a minimum of exponent e. To determine x0, y0 one should equate 

to zero derivatives with respect to x and y of exponent e In (11.1). We obtain two 

equations: 

S 
ft^j1/ +Bx-Cy=0, 

from which It follows that 

"^Sr     *?    ]' 
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where 

AmmV fS£h   - 

(11.J) 

Point (x0, y0) the moct likely place of flndlnß tho radiu r.tation and ir: '-.■allnr] 

the center of probability. 

Let us transfer the origin of coordinates to point (x0J y0). Then, the prob- 

ability of finding the radio station at any point with coordinatoc (x, y) will be 

P(JC, y)dxdy^iCAc-Bt e'T —r(Ai»-ti«ffC^ 
dxdy. (iiJO 

From the right side of equality (11,4) we see that only exponent e depends on 

variables x and y. Consequently, probability P varies only with change of exponent 

e. Assuming that the exponent is equal to a constant, we obtain the equation of a 

contour, on whose boundaries the probability of finding the radio station within 

limits of elementary areas dxdy has a constant value, i.e., the equation of the con- 

tour of constant probability density. Let us designate exponent e by coefficient 

1 2 
-JJ-K0. Then expression 

Ajca-.25jcy+C/«/fJ (11.5) 

determines the locus of ooints with identical probability density P(x, y) dxdy - 

■ const. Equation (11,5) is the equation of an ellipse with its center at point 

(x0, y,-))» i.e.» contours of constant probability density are ellipses with their 

center of the center of probability. 

To determine the Integral probability Pell 
0f finding the object of direction 

finding inside the ellipse constructed for the given value of K0, one should inte- 

grate the expression for differential probability (11,4) within the area of the 

ellipse Sell: 

-Ii 3y -j-(4j«-tf«i^c»*) 
Uxdy. 
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We replace axec x, y by axes x', y», turning them angle 7, where tan 2y 
2B 

C - A* 

Then we replace axes x», y» by axes x'», y": 

'-^ '-*' 

where an and b0 — semiaxes of a unit ellipse. ^0 0 

«•.*.' 
¥f 

Let us turn to polar coordinate axes 

and 
djfdir—fdtdi. 

Making these replacements, we obtain the following expression for Integral 

probability Pell: 

p.' tf*J*-*'*. 
We consider p    ■ 2u,  then pdp ■ du: 

» •«? 

Integral probability Is determined by formula 

-MR* 
p.-1-t    , 

from which 

(11.6) 

Thus, K0 In equation (11.3) Is calculated by formula (11.6), depending upon 

the given Integral probability Peii. Below we give coefficients K0 for various 

values of Pel1 (Pig, 11.3 and Table 11.1). 

2 2 
If KQ ■ 1, we obtain the equation of the so-called unit ellipse Ax - 2Bxy + 

+ Cy2 - 1, and Pell - 59.^. 

We combine axes of the right-angle system of coordinates with principal axes 
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of the ellipse of probability. Equation (11.5) of the elllpne takes the form 

*% 

n - S — 

Table 11.1 

• jr. '• ff« '. *• 

0 
0.06 
0.1 
0.IS 
0.2 

0     0.3 
0.322 0.394 
0.488 0,8 
0.8     0,6 
0.671 0,632 

0,842 
1 

1.179 
1,383 
1.41 

0.7 
0.868 
0.969 

1.882 
2 
3 

Fig, 11,3. Curve of Inte- 
gral probability. where a0 and b0 - semlmajor and semlmlnor 

axes of any ellipse.  On the basis of (11.5) expressions for semlaxes of the ellipse 

will be 

«•.*.= ; 
far. (11.7) 

|^l + CqFKM-tf), + 4Ä* 

Upper sign (-) pertains to semiaxis a0 (major), lower sign (+) pertains to 

;emiaxls b0 (minor). 

We substitute in (11.7) formula (11.6), and after transformations we obtain 

«.t^-hd-ft) v^fg^T^-- (11.8) 

Angle 7 between the major axis of the ellipse 2a0 and the meridian is deter- 

mined from (11.5) expression 

or 

(11.9) 

For two radio direction finders formula (11.8) for calculation of semlaxes of 

the ellipse of probability is  simplified and takes the fonr. 

where a12 - (02 - ö^) — angle of Intersection of bearings. 

(11,10) 
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For the angle of orientation of the major axis of the ellipse from (11.9) we 

obtain 

to j. „ fWuif^+fJ^^i. (11.11) 

Knowing an and bn, we can find the area of the ellipse of probability: 0 'o 

5t«k«aAa2>la(l-/>a) 

For two Intersecting bearings the area of the ellipse will be 

(11.12) 

S.-J.I«(I-/>.)^5L.. (11.15) 

Using formulas   (11.8) and  (11,9*)* we can obtain the following expressions 

for semlaxes of the ellipse: 

r%      C + 5tgT • 
(ll.l^) 

In [11.7] there Is offered a graphical method of determination parameters of 

the ellipse of probability using a special plotting board and formulas (11.9) and 

(11,14) at distancesj where bearings can be plotted in the form of straight lines 

(see Table 12,1), 

The method is as follows. 

Let us assume that as a result of plotting bearings we have found the center 

of probability 0 (Fig. 11.4a), Let us pass to 0 from the point of location of the 

radio direction finder (RDF), line of bearing (RDF).O at angle 0. to meridian OM. 

We pass a second line (RDF).K at angle o. to line (RDF).O. We plac« at 0 a trans- 

parent plotting board with rectangular axes, where axis OY is matched with the meridian 

at 0. We mark the points a. and b. of the Intersection of line (RDF)jK with axes OY 

of the plotting board. 

From Fig. 11,4a it follows that 

^«.ot. 0.,-^ «* «i-aft. 

Axes OY and OX on the plotting board have scale with calibrations —=->» and 
i (OY)7 

(OX) ', correspondingly, where in the denominators are lengths In the scale of map 

being used. 

Therefore, readings on axes of the plotting board will be 
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0.,-ä^.o»,-^«. »a /stfF^ibföiL. 

1 

Flg. 11.4. Principle of use of 
a plotting board for determina- 
tion parameters of the ellipse 
of probability: a) diagram of 
plotting on map; b) form of 
plotting board. 

We add readings on axes of the plotting 

board for all radio direction finders. Then 

VOtoj-BC. yObt^A  and 
Ä      Mi A' Oafibt w B% 

where A, B, and C correspond to formulas (11.5). 

Sign for B Is shown on the plotting board. 

Finding A, B, and C, It Is possible to cal- 

culate a0J b0 and > from formulas (11.14) and 

(11.9). 

The plotting board is shown In Fig. 11.4b. 

It Is possible to characterize linear error 

by the mean quadratic value. In this case it is 

called by circular error of plotting (R), By 

definition 

/*) 

pVf. (11,15) 

where p — radius, from center of ellipse of 
errors; 

9 - angle of radius with Initial line of 
reading, e.g., with the major axis of 
the ellipse. 

Let us rewrite (11.15) in the form 

j/^jfa+'H (11.15«) 

where 5, and 6« - conjugate radii of the ellipse of errors. 

Let us replace in (11.15•)  [1.17] 

•?+<—J+i{ 
and substitute for a0, b0 expressions (11.8). Then 

it-VW&b-y^1***^ Vie^v (11.16) 
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If - ln(l - P-11) ■ 1, circular error Is 

«.-/S (11.17) 

Integral probability of mean quadratic linear error R0 for a0 - by coincides 

with Integral probability P ,, of elliptic error, and according to Pig. 11.5* 

pell " 65.2^ 
'0 For other ratios -^ Integral probability of circular error Rn Increases some- 

.      a0 u 

b0 
what, and as -—-* 0 it Is equal to 68jf. a 

Below there are given values of Integral probability of circular error Rcl 

{in %) for various A- for extreme values r~ ■ 1 and —- ■ 0. 
K0 0        0 

Table 11.2. Integral Probability Rclrc In %  De- 
R     ^0 pending upon *f-  and —- 

re 

* 
0.6 0.8 1 1.8 t 9.8 3 

* 

$-. 99 58 68 86 96 09 100 

^- 
20 48 63 80 90 100 

For two radio direction finders from general expression (11,17) for R0 we have 

^-0,01745tl^-*-^ , (11.18) 

where a*  and Og are expressed In degrees. 

Let us return to expressions  (11.2) for coordinates of the center of prob- 

ability; we shall find a method of calculating them.    First we determine the point 

of Intersection of bearings from any two radio direction finder», for Instance, 

(RDF% and  (RDF)k. Equations of lines of bearings we obtain from Flg. 11.2: 

/i+ircotlj-jftiBlj-0.  I 
A+'ootfc-jfiinfc—0.  J (11.19) 

Coordinate of points of Intersection of bearings from (RDF), and (RDF)k from 

(11.19) will be: 

»»- "ifcar 
(11.20) 

I 
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Let us Introduce for characteristic of the weight of the point of Inter- 

section of tne J-th and K-th bearings as an estimate of the weight of magnitude 

m.^, the Inverse of the square of the area of the unit ellipse of probability, ob- 

tained if the radio station Is fixed by two radio direction finders, the .J-th and 

k-th: 

where Seli ^ — area of unit ellipse of probability, 

cxj. — angle of Intersection of J-th and k-th bearings, equal to 0^ - 0.; 

(11.21) —=V- 
We obtain from formulas  (11.20) and (11,21) products x.^m.^ and y^m.. : 

*i»«i» ■» -pp- (Pk tin Ij — ^ sin •») sin (I» - 9j), 

It Is possible to show that 

•   • 

fmlärnt 
m    m 

m 
BilnS« —Ceosli 

E5" 

•     • • 

Atin%t~Bco»9 L (11.22) 

where A, B, and C are determined earlier and are expressed by formulas (11.3). Com- 

paring expression (11.2) and (11.22), we arrive at the conclusion that coordinates 

of the center of probability x0, y0 can be calculnted by formulas 

. *H*tk 

m   m 

M 9»*s* 

•   a 

11" 
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Formulae (11,25) are analogous to formulas for calculating the center of 

gravity of masses m..,  located at the intersection points of lines of bearings. 

Thus, coordinates of the center of probability x0, y0 can be defined as 

coordinate of the centrr of gravity of the figure of fixing abcdef ...   (Fig, 11,1), 

at vertices of which are placed masses ra^ (11.21), characterizing these vertices. 

For two bearlngr. the center of probability colncldfis with the point of Inter- 

section of bearings. 

For three radio direction finders masses of vertices of the fixing trian^lo 

will be: 

i»—asT'' ^w"" »lei • E?EI *& 

or, multiplying numerators and denominators by Identical factors,  it is possible 

to write them otherwise: 

E]tlB*«,, B|«la*«i, 
mum 444 ' m"C5! e;44 • (11.24) 

Cancelling identical denominators In expressions (11.24), we obtain for masses 

(11.25) 

\\\jiJfM/ /. 

Pig. 11.3. Construction of centers of prob- 
ability with three radio direction finders. 

Graphic determination of the 

center of probability for three 

bearings consists In finding the 

point of intersection of straight 

lines, drawn from vertices of the 

fixing triangle so that opposite 

sides are divided by these inec 

into segments, inversely proportional 

to masses of the vertices, adjacent 

to sides. 

In practice we usually mark 

the center of probability Intui- 

tively, proceeding from the position 
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that the sharper the angle of Intersection of bearings at a vertex and the smaller 

the product LJ  for the bearing opposite the vertex, the more one should be removed 

from this vertex. 

a) 

mom //// 
moom 
0 • • • • 0 ^    Z? 
• • • • t # ä " ^ 

-r •r 

b) 

X\\ 0 0 coo    & ^p 
• % i •»ooo     &  ^^ 

• 0 

# o 

•r 

c) 

Fig.  11.6.    Construction of ellipses of probability for the case of a 
mean quadratic error of 2° and P ,. ■ 50^: a) two radio direction 
finders;    b) three radio direction finders at vertices of right-angle 
triangle;    c) three radio direction finder at vertices of an equilateral 
triangle. 

If the center of probability Is found and a0, b0 and 7, are calculated It Is 

possible to construct the ellipse of probability graphically. 

In Fig.  11.5 typical examples of construction of centers of probability are 

shown for the case of three radio direction finders,  located at points Kf L, M where 

01 - 02 " 05 2°. 

In Fig. 11.6 a^a given constructed ellipses of probability for several cases 

of distribution of radio direction finders [11.6]. 

Calculations of the center of probability, dimensions of the ellipse of 
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probability, and orientation of the major axla of the elllpae are given for the 

case of flat ground« I.e., at dlitancea from the radio direction finders up to 

500-800 km. With greater distances It Is necessary to allow for curvature of the 

earth. Equations of lines of bearings must be modified accordingly. 

If the lines of bearings are plotted on a map taking Into account curvature 

of the earth and we obtained a fixing figure, then the center of probability and 

parameters of the ellipse (or circle) of probability can be calculated by the 

presented theory or by the described graphical method. 

11.3, Region, Serviced by Two Radio Direction Finders 

Let us determine boundaries of a region, within which linear error of direction 

finding with required probability will not exceed a given value. The area Inside 

the boundaries of this region Is called the working zone of two radio direction 

finders. 

For a given probability the maximum distance at which an object of direction 

finding can be located from Its most probable position. Is the major semlaxls of the 

ellipse of probability. 

Thus, determination of the region of direction finding for a given maximum 

linear error Is reduced to finding the region where the major semlaxls of the 

ellipse does not exceed the given linear error. 

For calculation of seralaxes of the ellipse of probability and the angle of 

orientation of the major axis In the case of two radio direction finders we use 

formulas (11.10) and (11.11). For simplification of calculations It Is conveniently 

to Introduce these parameters (Fig. 11.7): 9 — angle between median ON of line 

(RDF)^, (RDF)2, connecting the direction finders, and the line (RDF)i(RDF)2; ON — 

length of the median. 

Let us designate (RDF)1(RDF)2 - 2D, ON - m. (IIDF)1(RDF)2 Is called the gonl- 

meter base of the two radio direction finders. 

Area of triangle (RDF)10(RDF)2 la determined by expression 

Aftrta^ imDüu » 
whence 

•toa-r-g£-ttof. (11.26) 

From triangles (RDF)10N and (RDF)20N It follows that 

4—M*+|)|+2MDcosr. 1 
(11.27) 

? 
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Substituting In formulao  (11.10) cxpreoolono {11,2ft) and (11.27) and Intro. 
a* 

duclng designation e - -—, we obtain the followlnr. equalltyi 01 

(ii.M) 
#«llS»f 

where 

From expressions (11.28) it follows that when 9 ■ 90° the formula for the semimajor 

NO when q) - 90 and o^ - 0« ■ 0, 

«../-bd-P.) e^Ä. (11.29) 

when D > m, and 

«.-•-IB(I-./»,) .^+"1, (U.JO) 

when m > D.  In all these formulas o, a , 

and Op are expressed in radians. 

When 9-90 and m - D, i.e., the 

point of intersection of bearings is at 

«,-^-21^-10(1-P.) aO 

and the ellipse of probability turns into a circle with mdlus 2y— In(1 — P9)tO. 

This case corresponds to mlnlmiun linear error 

atH.»2/-la(l~Pa)«Ds0.035 /-ln(\-P9)^D. 
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|/-2^coif(l-0. } 

axis of the ellipse takes the form 

«.-»K-I«(I-A».)#.IX 

I 
the distance of a semibase (length of t>     > .1 

o^prokbin??!*"10'100 0f the elllP8e  b"e l8 ^^ to 2D) froffl both radl0 de- 
rectlon finders, then from (11.29) it 

follows that 



T 

When m ■ 2D, i.e., for a point being an Identical dlatance from both radio dl< 

rectlon fIndern, equal to the length of the baae, 

Let uo conelder methods of conitructln« the working zono of two radio dlrec« 

tlon finders. 

Let us designate the maximum permissible linear error with probability Pn,, 

given by conditions of operation by AL. 

The condition for finding the working zone of the direction finders will be 

a0 s AL for the given values of Pen* o$  e# and D. 

We Introduce In formula (11.28) such a parameter Q that 

«.'-l^Tifl^OnQ-AL (11.31) 

In this formula 

V I*/+'-I/IIT/+'J'-HT/-. 

when o^ • o« ■ o| 

/ 

ESSESE; 
n + IZ-r/ cn + CV-ll^-yj «••la«f 

(11.33) 

when a* ■ o, o« • eo. 

For given AL and Pell» and also a, e,  and D, for the considered radio 

direction finders it is possible to calculate by (11.31) Q, which depends on 9, ef 

and w. Knowing Q and e, it is possible« using (11.32) or (11.33)« to calculate the 

dependence of « on 9 and to obtain initial data for construction of working zones 

of the two radio direction finders. 

For construction of boundaries of the working zone of direction finders one 

should: 

— to line (RDF). (RDF)2« connecting the radio direction finders, pass medians 

at various angles q>; 

— on medians CA plot segments m. 
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Obtained final points of m« il«nr. determln'* I">un4«rlfn uf the working «*4i« of 

direction finding. 

If r m i, I.e., ercurftclee of both radio dlrectl«*) fIndern ere Identl'-el, then 

bound tries of the cone ere cynwetrl«- with respect to the perpendicular to center 

line  (KOF)l(RDF)?j therefore, for angles % and IH00 . ^ we obtain one and the vel <e 

of m.    It * j l.  I.e., accuracies .»f redlo direction fIndern differ, th*» '•urve    r 

the working sone Is esynsetrlc.    For every value of % there are two valuer.i    • ani 

m, bounding on two sides the worfclnr r n*» of direction flndln/% 

To facilitate calculations we frlve Tables 11.3 and 11.'i of values of Q for 

various A and 9 when e ■ 1 and e ■ 2, calculated by V. V. Shlrkov (11.?). 

Durlnr construction of tne ron^ r   / 
Table 11.3.    Velue of Parameter Q for 
Case of Equally-Exact Work of Direc- 
tion Finders (e • l) 

unequally exact redlo direction flnderc 

one uhould consider that (RDF)^   1 : tf.'- 

more rxact radio direction finder end 

that angles 9 should be plotted  fr m 

CCRDF)^ 

With equelly cxect redlo direction 

finders  the naxlauÄ renge uf direct I^n 

finding,  or least error for any 'Mstance 

from the middle of the line   jt tue r^nl^« 

meter base.  Is obtelned alon,* the per- 

pendicular to the middle of the line of 

the goniometer bece. 

It  is possible to construct boundaries of the region of the working zone, pro- 

ceeding irom obtelnlng on the boundary of region of the given mean quadrat 1 • linear 

error. 

Table 11.4.    Value of Parameter Q for Cese e ■ 2 

1                             * 

.1 .& .n» X ft 
• Ml • 

%M IM F.« •.01 4.0» tM S.M 
tl t.ü tM l.il f.lt i.tl 1.14 
M J.ii 1.74 1.» 1.14 1.« I.O 
M I.« 1.17 t.« O.M o.w O.M 

. M •.it t.« t.M O.i? 0.7» O.TJ 
#.• t.w t.ff o.tt O.W O.Tf 0.71 
••• I.M 1.14 1.« P.» t.0l 0.16 
%J t.eo 1.« 1.« Lit !.«• 1.« 
•,• t.ti I.tl 1.51 I.M 1.» 1.» 
1.0 4.tl 8f t.JO 1.99 I.tl i.n 
l.t i.n 1.« l.«4 t.46 ».39 
1.4 tt.ia •.4f 4.01 ».a t.tl 3.11 
l.t w.« F.« t.w 4.44 4.« 9.« 

tJ9  lf.Mli.9q9.90 
t.l 
tJ 
94 
t.4 
tJ 
•4 
t.T 
t,9 
IJ 
IJ 
•4 i.t 

11.711 9.1» 4.33 
t.li 9.W9.41 
9.71^9.31.99 

I.9MI.79 
1.« I.M 
f.Mf.M 

J9.Tit.47 

9.11 9.M4.I4 
I9.4M 7.96.M 
I9.gi9.l^7.r 
N.»lf.9N0.40 

9.70 
3.M 
3.« 
1.97 
I.M 
1.73 
I.M 
t.M 
t.44 
3.M 
4.79 
9.07 
7.79 

9.M 
3.11 
1.91 
1.91 
I.M 
I.M 
I.T9 
9.M 
t.M 
3.19 
4.M 
9.M 
4.M 

9.M 
t.M 
1.97 
1.37 
I.M 
1.41 
1.94 
I.M 
9.19 
t.M 
3.91 
9.M 
4.40 

9.70 
t.9l 
I.M 
1.94 
I.IT 
i.tt 
I.M 
1.44 
I.M 
t.73 
3.7t 
4.M 
9.» 

9.M 
9.19 
I.« 
I. It 
1.90 
1.90 
I.It 
1.47 
I.« 
9.44 
3.94 
4.90 
9.49 

III 

r.to 
3.M 
I.T4 
1.19 
9.94 
9.M 
1.10 
I.« 
1.7» 
t.Tt 
3.M 
5.M 
T.M 

10.9 M.» 
4. 
t.l 
1.9 

t.« 
1.19 
I.M 
2.« 
3.» 
5.00 

9.33 
3.M 
9.04 
I.tl 
9.M 
I.M 
2.0» 
9.M 
5.M 
9.79 

7.M It.M 
9.M I7.M 
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for «•«! quadmtlc Uneir trror of two radio direction rtndtrt «• obtatntd 

:a.: mmZJSS±t3tL(f1i •"^ ''j ln Milane) • 

If wt 0xpr«*8a R   depending upon a and 9 (««• rig, 11.7)# for o^ ■ i? • 1 

the foraul« fur R,   will take fom (11.3) 

^^/[(fi+ÄV-HlW+'J 
In order to construct the boundary of the cone of direction finding« for which 

•e«n quadratic linear error R0 will not exceed a given value AL,  i.e.« Rr « AL, 

we use the teries of curve! of Pig. 11,8, on which there are depicted dependence.*: 

^    m 
^g * f (^p) for various values of 9. Nlnlsmsi error AL^^ is obtained at point 

f ■ 900, ■ ■ 0.7D, where a^ ■ 109°. ^^in ■ 0.052^0, 0 in degrees. 

Frequently for the line of the working zone of direction finding we take two 

circles with radius 2D»  passing through direction finders (RDP)1 and (RDP)?. At 

all points of these circles bearings cross at angles y>0  (external circle) and 150° 

(internal circle). 

Calculation shows that linear error for boundaries of the first circumference 

in its central part Is approximately equal to 7a. aln; linear error for boundarlea 

of the second circle is equal to 2a0 ^ . 

In Table 11.5 there are calculated linear errors 

f r the central part of circles of various angles of 

Intersection of bearings. 
radloy 

In Fig. 11.9 there are constructed for two/dl- 

rectlon finders contours of zones of direction finding 

on the boundary of which there is observed constant 

maximum error (a0 - semlmajor axis of the ellipse of 

probability) or constant mean quadratic linear error 

(R0 — circular error). On the same :*lgure there are 

drawn neighborhoods of constant angles of Inter- 

section of bearings (cug * const). 

In the described calculations It was assuswd that mean quadratic errors of the 

radio direction finder kept constant within limits of the whole zone of direction 

■ ■■■■UHF.^V 

."JM'A 
Fig. 11.8. Dependences of 
RQ m 
•Jim on £ for various values 
of 9. 

• 
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Tablt 11.5, Llntar Irrort ■ <   for Varlout Anfltf 
0 alii 

of Into rote t Ion of Boorlnfft 

IK4« «r IM«» 
a«««!«« »r »wio 
1^.  ««««M 

• •0«M tM « «4 IM •OMUIIO ■J' 

1 t M r.i IS 

flndlnn. In fact thooo »rrort vary with diatanea« and whan wa allow for this eon- 

atruetlon la eonaldarably eowplleatad. 

Zf dlraetlon finding la earrlad 

out on nadlua and long wavaa, th* 

••an quadratic arrora ara kapt approxl- 

■ataly eonatant for tha whola work In« 

loria. Thara ara limiting dlstanett, 

beyond which direction finding becoaei 

unrallabla. Thertfort, after con- 

itructton of the working cone by neen 

values of mean quadratic error one 

should sketch around each radio direc- 

tion finder aaxlaw regions of direc- 

tion finding, beyond which direction 

finding becomes unsetli factory, snd 

thus cut off areaa which are beyond 

the boundarlea of these regions. 

With direction finding of short 

waves Is possible to speak of varying 

It»«« »t M«MI««1 tmMimm 

lldM »f  l«Mtt«l  MM «wMMII« 
llHMT «rMM (k, 

IMM «f l«MtiMl   w4lM  of 
iM«M*«tuii tf nmnnm (« J/) 

Pig. 11,9. Zones of radio direction finding 
for two radio direction finders. 

angular aean quadratic error at various distances from the radio direction finder. 

Noat slaple will be the following characterlatlc of direction findingt 

- at a certain radlua r direction finding Is ImposeIble (cone of silence)i 

- at distances fro« r to K^ radio direction finders work with reduced accuracy 

characterised by o* (cone of steeply Incident wsves)| 

- at distances from Rj to R2 radio direction finders work with normal accuracy, 

characterised by oM. 

With such aasuaptlona for determination of the region covered by two radio di- 

rection finden It Is necessary to construct cones of direction finding for the 

following conditions! 
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1) both radio dlrtetlon findtr work with Idontlcsl •ccurtey o«i 

2) both radio dlrtetlon findor work with Idtntleal «ccurtey o**| 

3) flnt dlrtetlon findtr hat tccuraey, ehtrtcttrlctd by o*| and tht ateond« 

eharaettrlrtd by o**t 

k)  flrtt radio dlrtetlon findtr ha« accuracy o(*j and tht ttcond, aeeuracy o», 

FUrthtmort, It It ntetttary to eonatruet clrelta with radlue r and R2, 

ttparatlnt tonte, within which dlrtetlon finding It Inpottlblt. 

At a rttult of such conttruction wt obtain a rtgIon of eoapltx outllnt« tont- 

tlatt tabracing etvtral etctlont, not Inttrconntcttd, Individual eunrtt of tret« 

bounding tht rtglon, Inttrttet at acute or obtutt angltt, l.t.f thtrt It not t aaooth 

tranaltlon of ont curve Into tht othtr, Thlt it cauatd by tht fact that there la 

allowed Inttraitttnt change of eondltiona of direction finding. In reality condl- 

tlont of dlrtetlon finding vary taoothlyj thlt permltt ut tfttr eonttruetlon to 

eoaewhat round ehtrp trantltlont of ont curvt, bounding tht working tont of direction 

finding. Into another. 

When tltuating t group of radio dlrtetlon flndert for ttrvlclng a certain region 

It le necettary to takt into account requlreaente of obtaining pernlealble linear 

trror and normal pttttge of radio wavee froa the region« to radio direction findtr«. 

For aort on tltutting of « group of radio dlrtetlon flndert ttt (11.1 J. 
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